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Murray City Police have charged two
persons in connection with a Saturday
night break-in at the Houston-McDevitt
Clinic.
Randy Kohr, 24, Route Five, and
Suzanne Choate, 22, 1614 Main, were
charged today with illegal possession of
drugs believed to have been taken in the
burglary Saturday, according to police.





PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A three-year-
old Paducah youth who disappeared last
Thursday may have been kidnaped, al-
though no ransom demands have been
made, police said today.
William E. Belt, son of Mrs. Betty Jean
Belt, was seen by neighbors with a man
with a beard, and the two left the child's
neighborhood in a red automobile, said
Paducah police Sgt. Bill Keeling.
"From the statements of a couple of wit-
nesses, we think it was a kidnaping,"
Keeling said. We think the boy was kid-
naped."
He declined to elaborate on the
statements of the witnesses.
The missing boy was described as
weighing about 40 pounds, with blond hair
and blue eyes.
Keeling said police and federal
authorities also are searching for a prison
escapee from Indiana. Keeling said the es-
capee is wanted for -questioning only" in
connection with the child's disappearance.
In Our 96th Year Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon June 23, 1975
Friends and neighbors cut 65 acres of wheat for Rob McCallon and 50 acres of wheat for Jerry Bibb Saturday. Fifteen
combines were used. Other persons helped by driving trucks to deliver the wheat and serving refreshments. Assisting in
the harvesting were Bill Hurt, Junior Compton, Hamp Brooks, Charlie Dunn, Dale Outland, Bobby Outland, Ronnie John-
ston, Edward Collins, Jerry Bibb, Barton James, Danny Cunningham, Virgil Gibbs, Cliff Wilkerson, Morgan Cunningham,
Graham Bibb, James Brandon, J. D. Outland, Danny Chapman, Elvin Crouse, Wess Fulton, Vernon Moody, Charles Roberts,
John Tucker, Randy Tucker, Curtis Tucker, Eugene Manning, Wayburn Wyatt, Kerry Wyatt, Terry Wyatt, Rev. Danny Guess,
Mark Cunningham, Billy Joe Crick, and Rob McCallon. McCallon's father, Hoyt McCallon, died Monday, June 16.
Staff Photo by Frank Gonzales
Supreme Court Today Puts Off
Decision In Death Penalty Case
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme
Court today put off until at least its 1975-76
term a decision in a case raising the issue
of the constitutionality of the death
Local Divorce Rate Low
Compared To National
How high is the divorce rate in Calloway
County compared with that in other
communities? How many local residents
are divorced? How many have remarried
after being divorced?
For the great Majority of men and
women in the local area marriage is a
once-in-a-lifetime undertaking. For
others, who start out with equally high
hopes, their marriages end up on the
rocks.
In general, the divorce rate has been on
the rise for a number of years and is still
mounting. This is indicated in the latest
surveys by the Department of Commerce,
the National Center for Health Statistics
and others.
In Calloway County, it appears, .the
number of marital splits is on the low side.
There are fewer divorces and separations,
in proportions to population, than in most
parts of the United States.
According to the latest tabulations, some
26 out of every 1,000 local residents over
the age of 14 are either divorced or
separated from their spouses.
The comparable national average is 53
per 1,000. In the East South Central States
the rate is 50 and, in the State of Kentucky,
46.
During 1974, the figures show, there
were approximately 970,000 divorces in the
United States. That was 57,000 more than
in 1973.
On the other hand, the number of
marriages that took place in the year,
2,235,000, was unexpectedly small. It was
the first time since 1958, in fact, that a drop
was recorded.
The decline, at a time when the
population of marriagable age was larger
than normal, is attributed to prevailing
economic conditions. Many young people
have postponed their marital plans.
Because of the decrease in marriages
and the increase in divorces, there was 1
divorce in the year for every 2.3
marriages.
In Calloway County, according to the
most recent figures, there are some 570
men and women who are divorced or
separated.
Many others, who were once in the
divorced column, have since remarried. In
general, it has been found, there are about
2.5 such persons for every one who is
currently divorced.
On that basis, it is estimated that there
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PROPERTY VALUATION WORKSHOP — Charles Hale (seated center), property
valuation administrator for Calloway County, Eva Hale (left), deputy, and Celia
Williams, deputy, were among about 40 property valuation administrators and
deputies from 15 counties in West Kentucky who participated in a one-day
workshop at Murray State University tune 39. Shown with tf-em are. Maurice P.
Carpenter (seated), commissioner of the Kentucky Department of Revenue: and
Dr. Rex E. Galloway, director of public service training of the sponsoring College
of Business and Public Affairs at Muyay State. Representatives of the Kentucky
Department of Revenue served as instrdetors for the workshop.
penalty.
In a brief order without explanation, the
court scheduled the case of Jesse Thurman
Fowler for re-argument in the term which
will begin Oct. 6.
Fowler has been condemned to the North
Carolina gas chamber for the fatal
shooting of John Griffin, a former room-
mate, on July 1, 1973, after an argument
which erupted during a dice game in
Raleigh, N.C.
Fowler was one of 283 men and 4 women
on death row in the prisons of 24 states as
of June 10, according to the NAACP Legal
Defense Fund. Two of the women were in
North Carolina and one in Ohio, according
to the NAACP group. However, a second
Ohio woman, Alberta Osborne, was sen-
tenced to die June 2 so that state also has
two women on death row.
Fowler was represented before the
Supreme Court by attorneys of the NAACP
Legal Defense Fund, who argued that the
death penalty violates the prohibition
against "cruel and unusual punishment"
contained in the Eighth Amendment.
—Accepted former President Richard
M. Nixon's resignation as a member of the
Supreme Court bar.
—Ruled it is unconstitutional for a city to
impose a blanket prohibition against the
showing of movies with nude scenes at
drive-in theaters.
—Agreed to decide whether military in-
stallations and other federal facilities need
Former Editor
Dead At Age 55
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) — Funeral ser-
vices are planned Tuesday for John Fet-
terman, a two-time Pulitzer Prize winning
reporter and editor of The Louisville
Times Scene magazine.
Fetterman died Saturday in a Louisville
hospital. He was 55. He was admitted to
the hospital June 16 after suffering a heart
attack.
Fetterman, born in Danville, Ky., won
the 1969 Pulitzer Prize for general local
reporting. In a story entitled "Pfc. Gibson
Comes Home," he described the funeral of
a Knott County soldier who died in Viet-
nam and the town's grief over the loss of
one of its young men.
Fetterman, in 1966, wrote an article on
strip mining in Eastern Kentucky, and his
story, along with others by Sunday
Magazine writers, won a Pulitzer for The
Courier-Journal and Louisville Times
Magazine in 1967.
His newspaper career began in the late
1940s when he worked on the college paper
at Murray State University. After
graduation, he worked for the Murray
Ledger and Times. He later worked for
The Nashville Tennessean before joining
The Louisville Times in 1957. He was
named editor of the Times' Scene
Magazine in 1974.
Survivors include the widow, the former
Evelyn Maner of Decatur, Aja.; two
daughters, Mrs. John Terry, Danville. and
Miss Mindy Nelle Fetterman; a-brother;
William Fetterman, Nashville; two
sisters, Miss Viola Fetterman, Danville,
and Mrs. William Huffman, Lexington,
and two grandchildren.
state approval to discharge pollutants into
waterways.
—Agreed to review a decision that a
state may not deny Medicaid payments to
women who choose to have abortions.
Fowler's case was argued before the
Supreme Court on April 21.
— There has been no execution in the
United States since June 2, 1967, when Luis
Jose Monge died in the Colorado gas cham-
ber for killing his pregnant wife and three
of his 10 children.
The Supreme Court ruled in 1972 that
capital punishment as then carried out
was unconstitutional because the existing
laws gave too much discretion to judges
and juries.
Since then 32 states have enacted new
capital punishment laws, most of them
either making the penalty mandatory for
specified crimes or providing for
automatic review of the sentence by the
state's highest court.
North Carolina was among the states
enacting a new law, but Fowler was one of
about 50 men who were sentenced under a
previous law as interpreted by the North
Carolina Supreme Court.
The state court ruled that the 1972
Supreme Court ruling merely invalidated
the portion of the North Carolina law
which made the death penalty optional,
leaving courts free to sentence men to die
on the basis that the death sentence was
mandatory.
Portly Cloudy
Partly cloudy, warm and humid with
widely scattered thundershowers today
through Tuesday. High today and Tuesday
near 90. Low tonight around 70. Wed-
nesday warm and humid with chance of
scattered thundershowers.
Outlook Wednesday through Thursday:
Continued quite warm and humid with
isolated afternoon and evening thunder-
showers each day. High temperatures
mostly in the low 90s. Low temperatures
mostly in the upper Ns.
County Shore Of
Funds Announced
Governor Julian M. Carroll and Tran-
sportation Secretary John C. Roberts have
announced the 1975-76 Rural Secondary
Program for Calloway County. The
county's anticipated share of Rural
Secondary funds for the year beginning
July 1 is $282,288.
The program selected provides main-
tenance for 112.8 miles of Rural Secondary
roads. It also authorizes blacktop resur-
facing for 2.5 miles of KY 1550, the
Murray-Wiswell-Harris Grove Road, and
initial blacktop surfacing for 1.6 miles of
the Brady Road.
The Rural Secondary Program is sup-
ported by two cents of the Com-
monwealth's motor fuel tax. It originated
in 1948 when the General Assembly
recognized the need to improve farm-to-
market and other rural roads. To insure
fair distribution among the various
Counties, it enacted a statutory formula in
1962. This formula, which takes rural
population, rural area, and rural road
mileage into account, determines each
county's share.
One man is dead and a Murray man
injured after a fatal argument Saturday
night at a Marshall County campground.
David Veach, 19, of Route One,
Gilbertsville died at Western Baptist
Hospital early Sunday morning of a fatal
gunshot wound suffered at Moore's
Campground on Kentucky Lake in the
Gilbertsville community.
His brother, Charles Veach, 27, of
Murray, is listed in satisfactory condition
at Western Baptist, also suffering from a
gunshot wound, from a .38 calibre pistol.
Charged in the shootings is Charles
Robertson, who is free this morning on
$30,000 bond from the Marshall County
Jail. Robertson is charged with murder
and first degree assault in connection with
the shootings, according to Marshall
County Sheriff's officials.
A spokesman for the sheriff's office said
an argument between Robertson and the
Veach brothers started at the bathhouse at
the campground. The cause of the
argument was not released by the office,
One Section — 10 Pages
but spokesmen said that Robertson was
camped at the campground, and the Veach
brothers were not.
No date has been set for a preliminary
hearing for Robertson, but it is expected
that he will be bound over to the Marshall
County Grand Jury.
Survivors of David Alan Veach include
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Veach, Jr.,
Route One, Gilbertsville; a grandmother,
Mrs. Zola Murphy, of Lexington; three
sisters, Beverly Sue Hays, of Lexington;
Shirley Jean Veach, of Murray; and
Rebecca Ann Veach, Route One, Gilbert-
sville; and tWo brothers, Charles of
Murray and Jerry of Route One Gilbert-
sville.
Veach was a member of the Benton
Church of Christ and a graduate of North
Marshall High School. Funeral services
will be held at 3:30 p. m. Tuesday, with the
Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home in
charge. Burial will be in the Marshall
County Memory Gardens. Rev, Kenneth
Hoover will be the officiating minister.
Presidential Adviser
Says Recession Over
WASHINGTON 1AP) — The nation's
jobless rate appears to have peaked and
should begin receding by the end of the
summer, says Chairman Alan Greenspan
of the President's Council of Economic Ad-
visers.
Greenspan said that, for all practical
purposes, the recession is over.
Appearing on CBS' -Face the Nation,"
Greenspan said Sunday that he feels
unemployment is cresting at near the an-
nounced May level of 9.2 per cent.
It will stay at about that level through
the summer, but then there should be a
marked decline, Greenspan said. By next
January, the rate should fall to about 8.5
per cent and then decline during 1976 to 7.5
or 7.25 per cent, he said.
The recession, defined as a period of
declining economic activity, is "pretty
much spent," Greenspan said.
He predicted a "fairly strong" upswing
Members of UAW Local 1068 meet today
at 2 p. m. for a ratification vote on the 1975-
78 working contract at the Tappan Com-
pany's Murray operation.
Union and company officials agreed
Saturday morning to an extension of the
present three-year contract, which was
scheduled to expire at midnight Friday.
The contract was extended until 7:30 p. m.
tonight.
If the contract is ratified by the union
membership this afternoon, it will become
effective immediately.
It was reported that primarily technical
changes, many of which had been
requested by the Union, had been made in
contract language. In the economic areas
of the agreement, significant im-
in the economy but said he feels this recov-
ery could still be threatened by excessive
federal spending and large budget deficits.
Over-all, the economy is in slightly bet-
ter condition at the present time than he
had anticipated, with inflation reduced to
about half of what it was a year ago,
Greenspan said.
But, taking a less optimistic view, in-
ternational economist Friedrich Von
Hayek said a lasting cure for inflation
would require another year of high unem-
ployment.
Von Hayek, who appeared on NBC's
"Meet the Press," said that steady in-
flation was the primary' cause of the
recession, drawing labor into jobs that
could only be maintained by more in-
flation.
If the nation Is to achieve economic
stability, it may have to endure unem-
ployment rates reaching as high as 13 or 14
per cent, the economist said.
provements are made in benefits such as
pensions, medical insurance, vacations,
holiday, life insurance, sickness and ac-
cident insurance and other items.
Reportedly the wage increases in the final
offer by the Company are similar to the
wage increases that were granted in the
1972 agreement.
The Murray plant of Tappan presently
employs about 675 people and has em-
plloyed as many as 1,000. It was built by
The Tappan Company in 1945. During 1974.
The Tappan Company lost over $13,000,000
and it has reported losses of $3,400,000 in
the first quarter of 1375. Dickson stated
that he had authorized the substantial
increases because he felt that they were
needed by the employees, despite the
losses,
REVIEWING ECONOMICS MATERIALS — Dr. Dan Harrison (second from
right), director of the Center for Economic Education at Murray State Univer-
sity, and three area social studies teachers enrolled as graduate students in a
short-term course in economics on the campus this summer examine
economics materials to be available in the center's library. Shown with
Harrison, instructor for the Survey of Economics course, are (left to right):
Theresa Lancaster, Wingo High School; Perry Sollitto, Reidland High School;
and Perry Dailey, Hopkinsville High School Each of the three students was
awarded a grant by the Kentucky Council on Economic Education to par-
ticipate in the class. Published by the national Joint Council on Economic
Education, the educational materials will be available in the library at the cen-
ter for use by primary and secondary teachers in an effort to put more em-
phasis on economics in social studies curricula.
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LCONINIUNITYiCALENDAR 
Monday, June 23
LaLeche League will meet at
eight p. m. at the home of Mrs.
Terry Darling, 1403 Glendale.
For information call Mrs.
Darling 753-8791 or Mrs. Julie
Foster 753-5963.
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group will meet at the Calloway
County Public Library at seven
p. m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Mental Health Center at
7:30 p. m.
Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p. m.
Board of Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens will
meet at St. John's Center on
Main Street at ten a. m.
South Marshall Optimist Club
will have an organizational
meeting at the Country Kitchen
Restaurant, Hardin, at seven p
m. All interested men are in-
vited.
Kiddie Fun Day will be held at
1000 a. m. for children,
preschool through third grade,
at the Oaks Country Club. In
charge of arrangements are
Jennifer Crouse, Ann Watson,
Mary Humphrey, and Sara
Massey.
Tuesday, June 24
Dexter Senior Citizens will
have its craft meeting at the
Dexter Community Center at
nine a. m.
Memorial Baptist Church
Mission Group will meet with
Mae Foster, 1604 Parldane, at
two p. m.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority will
meet at the home of Bettye
Baker at 7:30 p. m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven p.
m.
Esther Sunday School Class of
the First Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Mrs. Dewey
Lampkins, Jr., at 7:30 p. m.
Story Hour will be held at 9:30
a. m. at the Ellis Community
Center.
Ellis Community Center will
open at 10:30 a. m. for Senior
Citizens with a demonstration
6n making harness for hanging
potted plants and each to bring
a small pot that they would like
to hang at 10:35 a. m., sack
lunch at noon, and monthly
clean up at one p. m.
Swim party for fourth, fifth,
and sixth graders of the Murray
Country Club will be held with
Mrs. Sue Overbey as chairman.
Tuesday, June 24
Bible. Study Group will meet
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Egnor, 1711 College Farm
Road, at 7:30 p. m.
Wednesday, June 25
Ladies day golf will be held at
the Oaks Country Club with tee
off on No. 10 tee at nine a. m.
with Eleanor Miller as hostess.
Ladies day luncheon will be
held at the Murray Country
Club at noon with Mrs. Joseph
Reicroat as chairman of the
hostesses composed of
Mesdames Richard Knight,
Vernon Shown, Billy Thurman,
Dwain Taylor, Bobby Nix
Crawford, Robert Burke,
Laurine Doran, W. A. Franklin,
David Franklin and Ron Cella.
Senior Citizens of Dexter-
Almo will meet at the Dexter
Community Center from 9:30 to
11:30 a. m. Call 753-0929 for
transportation Tuesday or by
nine a. m. Wednesday.
Sonnie Hudspeth, oldest black
senior citizen in Calloway
County, will speak about the
historical background of the
Black people in Murray at the
North 2nd Street Community
Center at one p. m. All senior
citizens and interested persons
are welcome. Call 753-0929 by
eleven a. m. for transportation.
Bowling for senior citizens




Mission Group will meet with
Thyra Crawford, 205 North 17th
Street, at 7:30 p. m.
Annual card party by the
Newcomers Club will be held at
the show room of Parker Ford,
Inc., Main and Seventh Streets,




On Wednesday, June 25,
Ladies Day will be observed at
the Murray Country Club with
golf at rune a. m.
This will be an "Everybody
Wins" tournament, and all lady
golfers are encouraged to at-
tend. There will be no flights,
and groups will be paired as
they arrive.
Edith Garrison will serve as
golf hostess.
Luncheon will be served at
noon, with Mrs. Joe Rexroat
serving as chairman of the
hostess committee.
To Marry Saturday
Miss Debra Gay Merrell
Mrs. Hyburnia Merrell of Hazel and Dan J. Merrell of Raton, N.
M., announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Debra Gay, to Danny Wayne Paschall, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Paschall, Sr., of Farmington Route One.
The bride-elect is a 1974 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is presently employed at the Holiday Inn, Murray. She
is the granddaughter of Mrs. Virginia Merrell of Detroit, Mich.,
and the late Daniel Merrell and the late Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Lane
of Puryear, Tenn.
Mr. Paschall has recently been discharged from the United
States Navy after serving for four years, and is now employed by
Bill Crouse Motor Sales. He is the grandson of Mrs. Ophie
Paschall and G. P. Paschall of Hazel Route One and Lubie
Wallace of Murray Route Four.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, June 28, at 2:30 p.m.
on the lawn of the home of the bride-elect's mother, with the
reception to follow at the Holiday Inn. No formal invitations are
being sent and all relatives and friends are invited to attend both




Mrs. Bailey Riggins Is Hostess
For North Murray Club Meeting
Mrs. Bailey Riggins en-
tertained the members of the
North Murray Homemakers
Club at her home on South 16th
Street on Friday, June 13, at
1:30 p.m.
The president, Mrs. Edgar
Morris, presided. Mrs. Charles
Humphreys gave the devotion
in the form of a poem entitled
-June Is Flag Month" and
closed with prayer.
The nine members present
answered roll call with a "good
thought that you have thought
today." During the business
session the same officers were
elected for the coming year.
The lesson on -Services of the
Health Department" was
presented by Mrs. Bailey
Riggins and Mrs. Charles
Robertson. They gave a list of
the many services available at
the county health department.
Mrs. Esco Gunter and Mrs.
Angie Gibbs gave the lesson on
"Local Government." They
gave the names of the county
officers and some of their
duties.
Mrs. Riggins, landscape
leader, gave information on
"Growing Roses." The family
,life chairman, Mrs. Charlie
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titled Are You Being Eaten By
Your Own Anger," which gave
suggestions on how to handle
one's anger.
The recreation was conducted
by Mrs. Gunter.
The hostess served carrot
cake and punch during the
social hour.
The next meeting will be at






1 Gigantic Clearance Sale 
SOFT as a summer
breeze, this pale floral
print of rayon and cotton is
a beautiful way to dress
togetherness all evening
their poised
up. The matching halter
top,skirt and ruffled shawl
keep 






For a quick hot lunch or
supper dish, place buttered
toast in a baking pan. Top each
slice with a piece of cheese, a
few sardines and a generous
spoonful of undiluted tomato
soup Bake or broil until hot and
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CHICAGO (API — Physical
fitness doesn't stop at the an-
kles. Feet benefit from ex-
ercise, too. After all, they carry
around a heavy burden and are
often cramped in close quarters
inside shoes.
Feet can stand regular lim-
bering up to strengthen and
firm muscles and stimulate cir-
culation.
Here are some easy-to-do ex-
ercises which take little time
but will give you a good under-
standing. They come from
Scholl Inc. here.
Standing barefoot, stretch up
on toes, hold for a few sec-
onds then lower heels to the
floor. This builds firmness from
toes to thighs.
Stand on a thick board or
book and curl toes out around
the edge, holding on with the
balls of the feet. Lean forward
and feel the pull through the
toes and instep.
Sit down and place feet flat
on the floor. Keeping soles
firmly in place, raise the toes
up. Spread toes apart, hold for
a few seconds then press them
closely together. Repeat sev-
eral times.
To firm ankles, keep heels
flat to floor but lift up the front
of the foot. Roll heels back and
forth to each side, keeping toes
pointed upward.
Play toe games: in bare feet
pick up pencils, marbles or oth-
er small objects with the toes.
This activity will help limber
up the arch, strengthen toes
and ankles.
Shop for shoes in the after-
noon, since feet tend to swell
slightly as the day goes on. Be
sure to have the salesperson
measure both feet; they often
differ in size.
The shoe should measure a
half-inch longer than the foot
but fit snugly at the heel and
across the arch to prevent slip-
ping.
Choose quality materials. A
sturdy, long-lasting shoe that
fits properly actually is worth
extra dollars. Leather allows
the foot to breathe and is
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Mrs. Kathryn Outland
Phone 753-3079
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Booze Hater Wants to
Separate the Wet from
the Dry
By Abigail Van Buren
C. 1975 by Chicago Tribunia-N V Now Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: You besmirched the image of pigs and
hogs when you wrote: "The person who hogs the
conversation is no less a pig than the person who comes to
the table and eats all the food."
Abby, you infer that pigs and hogs are greedy. They are
not! If these little four-footed creatures were fed balanced
rations, they would not overeat! That point has been proven
through research at many universities.
It's a fact that most affluent people eat themselves out of
shape. So why downgrade pigs and hogs when people, who
are supposed to be more intelligent than pigs, are guilty of
the same thing?
If you want to emphasize greediness in people, instead of
calling them "hoggish," why not say "peoplish"?
G.B. PHILLIPS: HEADLAND, ALA.
DEAR MR. P.. I plead guilty to perpetuating the
prejudicial notion that pigs and, hogs are greedy. And I
hope that every pig and hog who reads this will forgive me.
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for telling "Made My Plans"
that you, too, carry a card stating that your eyes and
kidneys shall be donated immediately on your demise.
If in death, a person can give life or improve the life of
another, his existence was all the more valuable.
Visiting a cemetery may help purge the living of their
own guilt. But when I am gone, I plan to spare my family
those dreary trips to the cemetery to weep over my decaying
remains.
Let them remember me by keeping in touch with their
new friends who now see through my corneas and live an
active life with my kidneys.
Life doesn't end with death. And yes, you may use my
real name.
SANDRA KLORES, N.Y.C.
DEAR SANDRA: God is blessing you now.
DEAR ABBY: I am a smoker. I know all the hazards, but
I enjoy smoking and will not give it. up. I resent all the
reformed smokers who have quit for whatever ;reason and
preach to me to quit smoking.
I respect all the "No Smoking" signs. I do not smoke
while I am in an automobile with others. I smoke while I am
in my office, my home or with friends.
I do not drink. I hate heavy drinkers and detest drunks,
yet I am constantly being exposed to drunks. On a long
plane ride, for instance. I sat next to a woman who drank all
the way. She was so loaded when we landed that she had to
be helped from the plane.
Bars, restaurants, theaters, etc., serve liquor, but they
want to put up "No Smoking" signs.
I protest!
I would like to see every eating place with a "No
Smoking" sign stop serving liquor and beer so I won't have
to be around drunks. Also, airlines should have a separate
section for drinkers, just as they do for smokers.
I am not asking people to stop drinking: I'm just asking
that the drinkers drink with each other and leave us sober
people alone.
MRS. T.S.
DEAR MRS. T.S.: You make a valid point. But while
obnoxious drunks are no pleasure to encounter, they do no
violence to your lungs and the environment. Smokers do.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours'? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700. L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped (200 envelope.
We are pleased to announce
that Miss, Debra Merrell, bride-
elect of Danny Paschall has
selected her china, sterling,
crystal, pottery and stainless
from our complete bridal
registry.
Danny and Debra will be









trent Extension lipoc)aiiste at
ihe UK Celle. of Aviculture
To maintain the quality of
eggs you buy, pick up the
eggs just before you check
out of the supermarket -- and
then take them home to the
refrigerator as soon as pos-
sible. UK Extension poultry
specialists point out that leav-
ing eggs in a hot car while
you do other shopping chores





are the worst sleepers on earth
linsomnia claims every other
adult), the problem is as old
and cosmopolitan as the human
race itself.
Centuries of sleeplessness
have tossed up many cures and
theories. Even in the Dark
Agee, men knew that mental
and physical tension were foes
of sleep. Relaxation, gradual or
sudden, has always been the
goal. People worry so much
about the sleep they may be
losing — that they lie awake
and think of sleep. Next time
you board this treadmill, think
this fact: you get 80 percent as
much rest by just relaxing
completely with your eyes
closed as you'd get if you were
sound asleep.
Reassuringly, doctors have
learned that sound sleep can
become a habit. The human
temperature rises and falls
every 24 hours. The lowest
point, which is ideal for sleep.
will occur at bedtime if you
retire roughly at the same time
every night.
Trend Is To Fir
Fitted coats are a style




and Thomas W. Colson
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Billingham, 1334 N. El Paso Street,
Colorado Springs, Colo., announce the engagement of their
daughter, Doreen, to Thomas W. Colson of Colorado Springs, sonof Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Colson, 1523 Oxford Drive, Murray.
The bride-elect graduated from Palmer High School in 1972.
Mr. Colson is a 1972 graduate of Murray State University and is
now employed with Sears, Roebuck and Co., Colorado Springs,
Colo.
An August 24th wedding is planned at the Church of the Wild-
wood, Green Mountain Falls.
Down the Garden Path
Now that shrubs . are
blooming in our yards and
showing their colors, some
bright, some subdued, an
occasional foliage plant comes
into its own. The contrast is
exciting and gives a relief
from the brightness There
are so many to choose from.
Some of them have the same
foliage the year round and
others change with the
seasons, dropping their leaves
with the first frost.
Among these are the
ligustrums. A lovely golden
leafed variety is the Vicari
which stands out in any yard,
almost like a huge bouquet
itself. Another more familiar
Ligustrum is the one we see so
often with its shiny leaves and




Barberry varieties. One is the
Crimson Pygmy, a bright red
leafed plant that is dwarf, as
its name suggests. It is used in
formal gardens where pat-
terns are laid out in intricate
designs But it is just as in-
teresting as a border planting
The other Barberry is the
Burgundy, a deep red wine
color that is of normal height
and really stands out in a
garden.
There is an odd plant with
an odd name, Rhus Staghorn
Sumac, that is a lush green
plant with fern-like foliage
One of these would show off
your more colorful plants to
advantage as well as being
beautiful in itself.
We can't mention foliage
plants without telling of the
unusual Dogwoods. Coral
Beauty is a sort that drops its
leaves in winter and the stems
and branches are a coral pink
It is lovely against the snow
Otherwise it functions just like
all dogwoods.
The other one is the
variegated leaf called
Rainbow Dogwood. In the
spring the leaves are two
shades of green with light
stripes down each one, and in
the fall the leaves turp two
gorgeous shades of red If you
are considering a new
dogwood tree, I would urge
you to try one of these
There seems to be a
Euonymus for every occasion
This one is Elatus Compacts
and turns a fiery red in
autumn. It is worth every bit
of the space it takes up
There are some of the nev•
Artemisias that are lovely
anybody's yard. One called
Silver Frost lives up to its
By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
name, thrusting up sprays of
silvery green dainty leaves
that look well in arrangements
and grow in any good soil.
Then there is the Artemisia
Versicolor that has gray-
green sprays that blend in
beautifully with other garden
blossoms or in an
arrangement. Both have a
daintiness that are attractive.
Or have you ever thought of
the ornamental grasses as a
background planting? Their
striped green or white spears
are pretty even before they
begin to send up the fluffy
sprays.
In planning your next year's
garden, or in looking over the
one you have now, think how
pretty one of these foliage
plants would be, either as a
hedge or as a specimen plant.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. James Newsome of
Murray Route One has been




FOR TUESDAY, JUNE 24, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) IYA:lt
Mars generous. You now have
a fine opportunity to show your
adaptability and ability to think
and act quickly in emergencies.
Try to avoid impulsiveness,
however.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) tfeki;/'
Do not become irritated if
opposed. Consider: Maybe the
other fellow's suggestions are
better than you realize. Stress
your innate sense of fairness.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 211 11119-
Certain situations may seem
more complicated than they
are; others appear less complex
— but here's where caution may
REALLY be needed. won't be
caught off guard.
CANCER
I June 22 to July 23) 00
Mixed influences stimulate
your ambition and enterprise;
also bring tendencies toward
stubbornness and chance-
taking. Avoid! Conduct all
negotiations diplomatically.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23) ‘1241a
In work matters, unorthodox
methods will pay off and, rather
surprisingly, others will see
things your way.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23 IP '14.
You MUST give some thought
to the future now. Be sure to let
superiors hear, in one way or
another, about the extra efforts
you are making.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
Your goal now should be to
capture the attention of those in
a position to help you further
your aims, so polish up your
wares — and your personality.
SCORPIO
t Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Don't try to buck present
trends or you may find yourself
at unhappy variance with
associates who could be helpful.
Scrutinize all offerings.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov 23 to Dec. 2n )600
Be flexible, but not easily
turned by every wind that
blows; eager to take new steps
forward, but not at the cost of
future losses or setbacks.
CAPRICORN
Dec. M to Jan. 201 /0
Make decisions only after
careful investigation. Expend
energies to elicit lasting results.
Avoid the "quick return" angle:
It is fraught with traps.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You may now have the
responsibility of handling
another's financial affairs. Do
so with care. Dependence upon
you is great.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X C'
Curb a tendency toward
pessimism. With good judgment
and a bit of finesse you can
make your outlook brighter,
expand possibilities.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine intellect,
great versatility arKI boundless
ambition. You may also be
gifted with physical prowess
but, generally . speaking, your
inclinations run to the mental.
You are not quite as practical as
most Cancerians, but your
imagination and foresight see
you through most situations.
You would make an excellent
business executive, but should
leave details to others; could
also succeed in the world of
finance, but may need a partner
of greater drive than your own
— such as a Leoite - to carry
out your clever ideas. Other
fields in which you could excel:
military leadership, the
theater, education, medicine.
Music or sculpture would make
stimulating hobbies for you.
Birthdate of: Herbert I Lord)
Kitchener, Brit Field Marshal;
Jack Dempsey, Amer. pugilist;
Haile Selassie I, ex-Emperor of
Ethiopia; Phil Harris, singer.
"""W"" VETERANSI
You just got a 13% raise
Yes, the U.S. ((ingress has raised Veteran's
Educational Benefits approximately 13%
988
TAX FREE INCOME
Per Month For Vets
with wife g 2 children
You can earn an Associate Degree by attending
3 days or 3 nights per week, and qualify for Full V.A.
educational benefits.
IF you are presently working days, nights or
swing shift, you can still attend Draughon's Business
College.
Call Now For Information: (502) 443-8478
or Mail Coupon Today
DRAUGHON'S
BUSINESS COLLEGE
218 N. 5th St.
Paducah, Ky. 42001
MEMBER. National Association of Concerned Veterans








2 FOR 1 SHOE SALE
Buy One Pair at Reg. Price, Get A Second Pair Free!!!
This offer includes Mens', Womens' and Childrens' Shoes! Also Mens', Womens' & Childrens' Canvas
You can mix them when buying, so bring the whole family!
510 Main Street
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.1 You can stop singing to your
philodendron. A panel of scien-
tists convened in New York and
voted 5-1 that there is now proof
whatever that plants have
emotions. All those who believe
their plants lead secret lives, who
__play Bach for their African violets
and whisper sweet nothings to
their ferns, may find this hard to
take. But them's the breaks.
Plants do have, the scientists
said, electric currents flowing
through them. These currents can
be and have been measured. But
no experimental evidence proves
that plants have human-like
emotions and respond to good or
bad personal treatment.. .
—Charlotte (N. C.) Observer
Superior In
Every Way
There's talk that the upper
peninsula area may secede from
Michigan and join the Union as
the 51st state, Superior.
Whatever other effects it might
have, the move would provide a
big morale boost to the upper
peninsula.
The residents would become
Superior citizens. There would be
Superior judges and Superior
sheriffs. And a Superior football
team.
With a name like that, they'd






By S. C. Van Curon
By TODD DUVALL and
S. C. VAN CURON
After months of wandering in a
wilderness of uncertainty, Kentuckians
appear destined finally to receive some
assistance in their frustration over
skyrocketing electrical bills and massive
natural gas cutbacks.
Gov. Julian Carroll's recent ap-
pointment of a 17-member commission to
study and make recommendations on
electrical utility rates and regulations,
with emphasis on the state Public Service
Commission, comes none too soon for
people who have watched their monthly
electrical bills double and triple with only
complex and usual unsatisfactory ex-
planations from the utility companies.
And, after two winters of seeing natural
gas allocations to Central and Nor-
theastern Kentucky industries being
whittled away to nothing, federal and state
action now appears to be more than a
piecemeal effort to meet crisis situations.
Electrical consumers, however, should
not expect to see their bills decline ap-
preciably as a result of the governor's
commission, nor should natural gas users
wait for a return to normal in their gas
allocations this winter.
What the people can and should expect
are answers to basic questions about gas
allocation methods, the electrical utilities
rate-making process and the state
regulations governing both. There should
be recommendations of fundamental
changes in the system to make the Public
Service Commission capable of handling
the enormous volume of requests for rate
increases and better equip the PSC to
make fair and irnpartial judgments af-
fecting the already heavily burdened
wallets of Kentucky consumers.
With increased pressure from Frankfort
and Kentucky's congressional delegation,
it now seems that Columbia Gas Tran-
smission Corp. is itself going to have to
provide a more satisfactory explanation of
natural gas allocations that threaten to put
30,000 industrial employes out of work and
severely hamper - if not close down -
major Central arid Northeastern Kentucky
businesses and schools.
That pressure apparently has already
caused Columbia Gas to look toward a
partial easing of its previously announced
gas cutbacks and should in future months
work toward a fairer distribution of gas
resources among states served by
Columbia.
But the answering of consumer
questions will not be enough. What must be
accomplished is a definitive effort to meet
Kentucky's energy crisis head-on. The
Public Service Commission staff should be
expanded with sufficient budget so that
commission members can make sound,
well-grounded decisions on multi-million
dollar rate increases that, in recent
months, have become weekly occurences.
The Commission itself should be made a
full-time state regulatory agency whose
members, rather than being political
appointees to lucrative part-time
assignments, are experts in the field of
utility regulation with a genuine
knowledge and concern for the interests of
both Kentucky's consumers and the state's
regulated utilities.
And, there should be no effort to curtail
the work by the Attorney General's con-
sumer protection division. In recent years,
that division, in the person of Mrs. Laura
Murrell, has been the singular force in
Frankfort capable of making investigation
and asking the pertinent questions before
the P.S.C. on behalf of consumers.
It was Mrs. Murrell who, through
pointed and thorough interrogation,
revealed to Kentucky's rural electric
cooperative members the coal purchasing
policies, management fringe benefits and
fiscal history of RECCs whose rates now
often exceed those of private utility
companies.
At a time when too many Kentuckians
are paying electric bills equal or greater
than their mortgages, it must be the state
through agencies like the Public Service
Commission and the consumer protection
division that guarantees that consumer
and utility stand as equals when it comes
to handing out rate increases.
In forming his commission, the governor
said, "We must be sure that.. rates are
fair and equitable." That is all Ken-
tuckians can expect. Sadly, however, too
many of them do not believe they have





United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: UNISEX SPORTS DEuREE
The recent decree issued by the Dept. of
Health, Education and Welfare, ordering
unisex sports, is disturbing to millions of
parents and grandparents. They see in this
federal edict fresh evidence that the
American people have lost control of the
schools they support with their taxes.
Among those concerned Americans is
my friend and colleague, James S. Met-
calfe of Nashville, Tenn., a businessman
and occasional editorialist and radio
commentator. It is a pleasure to give this
space to Mr. Metcalfe for his comments on
the HEW edict. Mr. Metcalfe writes:
"Recent action by HEW purports to be
an effort to abolish sex discrimination in
all educational institutions receiving
federal funds. Actually, it is one of the
most destructive assaults that any federal
bureaucracy has yet made upon the
structure of our educational system.
"Sex bias, in any form, is henceforth to
be banned in all college and school athletic
programs subject to HEW jurisdiction.
This is the dictatorial pronouncement
made by HEW Secretary Casper W.
Weinberger with presidential approval.
"The absurd requirements of HEW's
order are alarming enough, but even more
shocking is the extent to which the
government, through a visionary agency,
can usurp the most fundamental freedoms
that were once a citizen's birthright. The
tragedy is compounded by the. citizen
taxpayer who remains silent—either too
fearful or too apathetic to demand a halt to
such dangerous and costly nonsense.
"Any educational institution receiving
federal funds—colleges, high schools,
grade schools and even some parochial
schools—a figure approaching 20,000 in all,
will come under the dictatorial order on a
graduated timetable. Remember when
opponents of federal aid to education
predicted that once federal money got
involved, federal control would follow'
School administrations, having been
reduced to mendicant serfdom for federal
handouts, must now supinely comply with
whatever directive issues from the
bureaucratic jungle.
"Boys and girls will be segregated in
physical education classes only for contact
sports, for example, wrestling. In non-
contact sports, if there are not enough
women to make up a women's team, the
girls may try out for the men's team. This,
however, does not apply in reverse. That's
one trouble when the government tries to
eliminate discrimination. It merely im-
poses the same problem on different
victims.
"HEW is trying to do what nature has
failed to do since the beginning of time—
eliminate any vestige of difference bet-
ween male and female. The new rules,
however, don't insist that women be
permitted to play on men's football or
basketball teams, but they may do so at
the school's discretion.
"Few things are sacred to HEW. Glee
clubs, once so strictly male turf, must be
opened to women participants unless
barred solely because of 'voice range or
quality.' Sex alone can no longer be a
barrier to taking part in most school-
related extracurricular activities. It might
have annoyed HEW, but Congress did
exempt the Boy and Girl Scouts from
enforced integration. So far, HEW hasn't
interfered with those two respected pur-
suits of the young.
"There is so much more to the program
as described by Secretary Weinberger,
that most people would be frightened if
they were aware of it. A latter-day Paul
Revere should have galloped through
every school, college and university in the
country shouting The Feds are coming'
The Feds are coming!' Atlas, it is too late,
the Feds have already taken over
"Unexpected leniency has been ex-
Let's Stay Well 
Paint And Grease Gun Injuries
In these "do-it yourself' days,
injuries, especially to the hands,
from paint and grease guns are
becoming more common. Many
victims are not aware of the po-
tential seriousness of such acci-
dents and often delay the search
for medical care.
The rwrale of the paint or
grease guns emits a fine jet
stream. The particles travel at
high velocity equal to a bullet
leaving a rifle. Jet stream pres-
sures vary from hundreds of
pounds to thousands of pounds
per square inch.
The paint or grease fired at
such velocities can drive the
material through the skin, and
the chemicals spread into the
deeper structures.
When such an accident occurs.
By F.J L. Blassingame. M.D.
the injection is is:Rally painless,
and the injured person continues
to work. However, the affected
area, often a finger, soon
becomes swollen, tense, pale and
painful. The greater the amount
of material injected, the more
soft fissile distention and the
greater the increase in pressure.
Writing in a recent allele in
the Journal of the American
Medical Association, Ronald
Mann, M.D., of the Department
of Orthopedics and Rehabilita-
tion at the University of Miami,
points out that these injuriesare
Surgical emergencies, which re-
quire immediate attention by in-
cision. Such treatment relieves
the pressure and '.attempts to
clean out. the foreign material.
together with some of the
damaged tissue. The wounds are
left open to drain, and they may
be closed at a later date, using
skin grafts if necessary.
Prompt treatment is essential
to lessen infection and tissue
damage and to enhance the
chances of recovery with
minimal scarring and disability.
Q. Mr. V. I. asks about Bell's
palsy and its cause.
A: Bell's palsy is an inflamma-
tion of the facial nerve. The mus-
cles of the lace on the affected
side become paralyzed. The
paralysis, varying in severity
and duration, usually clears in a
few weeks. The inflammation of
the nerve is probably caused by
a virus infection. Bell's palsy is
BLASINGAME
almast five times more likely td
occur in diabetics than in non.
diabetics, and the paralysis is
three times more prone to per-
sist. The eye needs protection if
the lids do not close satisfac-
torily. The facial muscles should
be massaged, and hydrocor-
tisone may be prescribed in the
early stages of the disease.
Q: Mrs E. A. wants to know if
motidn sickness can be cured
A: This troublesome illness can
be relieved by taking medicine
before you start and during your
trip. Ask your physician about
Dramamine or Bonine or some
form of sedative.
ormsets. PP/5, I P.Tn1) S".nris, vorb:e.
4 HARRIGAN
'S
tended to the teaching of sex education.
HEW has ruled that students may be
assigned to single sex education classes if
the subject matter deals exclusively with
'human sexuality.' What a rnagnarninous
concession! Such is the wisdom Of
bureaucracy.
"But what parents have been heard
from? What educators? What taxpayers?
Who asked for this pernicious meddling by
the government? Surely, if wrongs had to
be righted, popular demand at the state or
local level would have brought corrective
action. This experimental adventuring by
HEW reeks of gratuitous interference in
matters where no federal agency should be
empowered to act.
"The program goes far beyond making
certain that some buxom Amazons have
the dubious pleasure of knocking their
male acquaintances out of the athletic
limelight. It embraces an offensive
against anything that the HEW hired
hands may decide to abate or eliminate.
"Aside from the destruction of a social
relationship that has well served the
American school scene for so long, HEW is
pursuing an uncharted course fraught with
unknown t dangers. Young people of the
same ago/reach varying stages of mental
and physical maturity. The girl who
usurps the boy's place on the team this
year might not be able to do so a year
later. The boy, however, taunted by his
classmates and suffering personal
humiliation, may abandon sports arici.opt..:.;,,
for home economics. Or, if his trauma is
less severe, will he invite the girl who beat
him out of the quarter-back spot to the
senior prom?
"And who wants to think of a
homecoming queen as a battered female,
tossing aside her shoulder pads in a sweaty
locker room permeated with the smell of
liniment? There is nothing appealing
about a brawny Sweetheart of Sigma Chi
heaving the shot or throwing the discus
beyond the marks achieved by her less
favorably endowed male competitors.
"In more serious vein, equality can't be
attained by fiat. But what has happened to
our country when a federal agency can
invade every facet of our school systems?
If this sort of nonsense continues, there
won't be any coeducational universities,
only unisex universities.
"There is still time for Congress to act
and to curb HEW. There is also time for
Congress to take another look at Title 9 of
an ominbus education bill enacted three
years ago. It is Title 9 that HEW has used
as its license for this latest caper. The
rules it drafted were signed by President
Ford, but that doesn't make them more
sensible, more practical, or more
palatable."
Isn't It The Truths
Up to the age of 14 a boy would raft.
gag on broccoli than kiss a girl. Aftet4 4,
kissing is damned near all he can think
about, which recollects to us elders who
may have forgotten about life in the
beginning, that there is more to kissing
than meets the lip.
10 Years Ago
James A. Rogers was installed as
president of the Murray Lions Club at a
dinner meeting held at the South Pleasant
Grove Methodist Church, Max Beale is
retiring president.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Dillard
Brewington of Cookeville, Tenn., age 53,
killed yestarday in a three vehicle ac-
cident on the Hazel Highway, and Clifton
Swift, age 74, who died yesterday in
Detroit, Mich.
Rev. Thomas E. Adams of Johnston
City, Ill, son of Mr. and Mrs. Edd Adams of
Murray, has been selected to participate in
a concentrated course of post graduate
studies at the Southern Baptist Tehological
Seminary, Louisville, July 12-16.
Jerry E. Hendon of Murray is one of 38
ROTC Cadets from Murray State College
who are attending the six weeks summer
camp at Indiantown Gap Military
Reservation, Pennsylvania.
90 ears Ago
The Board of Directors of the Murray
Country Club met to discuss further
developments of the organization A
contract for a well will be let as soon as
possible
Deaths reported are John L. Conger, age
54, William Urban Weatherford, age- 72.
and Emmett Holland, age 87.
John Powless of Murray State College
was forced to drop out of the National
Collegiate Tennis Championships at
_Chapel Hill, N. C., due to an arm injury.
The annual 4-H Club Camp will be held
at Dawson Springs July 11-18 for Calloway,
Graves, and Marshall County members.
Potatoes are advertised as ten pounds
for 59 cents in the ad for A & P this week
Holmes Doesn't Agree .
With Opinions On Warden
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky
Corrections Commissioner Charles J.
Holmes generally is regarded as a forward
thinker but some people say his tough war-
den at Eddyville is a throwback who will
drag everyone down with him.
Holmes doesn't think so.
In a recent interview Holmes expressed
the utmost confidence in Henry Cowan, his
superintendent at the penitentiary since
May, 1972, three months after Holmes
became commissioner. Before that,
Cowan was associate superintendent at
Eddyville.
Holmes calls for small correctional
facilities rather than large ones, with
seperate institutions for first offenders. He
also advocated shock probation and work
release, a program allowing prisoners to
work or study outside the prison; that
program was enacted in 1972 but was
struck down by the courts.
Cowan has come in for harsh criticism of
late, with some state legislators calling
publically for his replacement.
They 'maintained Cowan has cultivated
and invidious informant system among in-
mates which they said resulted in several
suicides or murders at the penitentiary in
recent months. Some charges even alleged
Cowan was behind some of the deaths in-
directly.
Holmes said he is strongly opposed to
any informant system, which he said is
dangerous and against every corrections
principle he has learned. He also appears
convinced Cowan has no such organized
system although he acknowledged
prisoners probably will "tell him things."
And although he expresses strong sup-
port for Cowan as being "very
knowledgable in correctiotts matters,
Holmes also noted he has said "three
years is a long time in that job."
The job of warden at a maximum
security prison like Eddyville, with its
1,000 inmates, is "draining to a person's
physical capacity," Holmes said. But he
added that Cowan is healthy.
"A corrections system needs to be
dynamic," he said. "When it ceases to be
for any reason, we ought to pull back."
Anyone can become stale in any job and
that is not good for a corrections system,
Holmes said.
He quickly added that could apply to
commissioners as well as wardens.
During a newsmen's tour of Kentucky,
three major correctional institutions last
week this reporter heard much praise for
Holmes among inmates and staff mem-
bers alike. That praise carried over at the
reformatory at La Grange to the superin-
tendent there, Harold Black.
One inmate leader at La Grange ex-
pressed outright what many others said
directly—that Holmes good record of
progressive leadership could be destroyed
by Cowan's tough, old-style methods.
Holmes said in the interview he would
dismiss Cowan or any other employe if he
found them doing anything seriously
wrong.
But he also pointed out Cowan was
backed up by former Court of Appeals
Justice Earl Osborne, the counsel for Gov.
Julian Carroll's blue-ribbon panel in-
vestigating charges of improprieties at
Eddyville. Osborne has told newsmen he
found nothing during the investigation to
warrant firing Cowan.
Of Cowan's tough methods, Holmes said
the superintendent definately is in control
of the penitentiary now.
.*And that wasn't the case when I came
here," he added. Holmes asked then-
superintedent John Wingo to resign three
months after he took over as com-
missioner.
One inmate who reportedly was among
those actually running the prison at that
time readily acknowledged to newsmen
last year from his cell in solitary that he
had killed two or three inmates.
"I had to," he said. "I was the rnan here.
I had to show them I was tough."
There is an inherent conflict in how to
treat convicted criminals in a prison.
On the one hand, society wants them
locked up out of the way, with no frills to
make their life easier. On the other hand,
modern corrections theory holds that
nearly any criminal can be
rehabilitated- converted into a useful
citizen—if adequate staff and programs
are available.
It costs $8.00 a day to keep an inmate at a
penitentiary or reformatory, versus a
national average of 88 cents a day for a
man on parole or 38 cents on probation.
And in addition to the cost of keeping a
man in prison, national figures say it costs
the public another $3,500 a year, on the
average, for the public assistance needed
to sustain the families of such men while
they are in prison.
Holmes said he feels the public now is
more sympathetic than ever before to the
need to provide an adequate corrections
system. He said he expects steady growth
in such expenditures, which he said is good
because any sudden crash program would
result in some wastefulness.
Bible Thought
Withhold not good from them to
whom it is due, when it is in the
power of thine tend to do it. Pro-
verbs 3:27.
There is someone you owe a
favor. Send them a note, a flower,
a pie perhaps: and then do some-
thing nice for one you don't like.
Funny
Funny World
In Asahikawa, Japan, a man was
arrested for burning down his own house.
He explained this was the only way to keep
his children from fighting over who would
inherit the property. (Hokkaido Shimbun )
A man who saw a sign advertising
"wasps" in the window of an antique shop
tapped on the glass to draw the attention of
his friends and the window broke.
(Cambridge Evening News )
ic*f HEARTLINEI
HEARTLINE is a service for Senior
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions
— fast. Write HEARTLINE, 8514 North
Main St.. Dayton, Ohio, 45415,
Heatline: Can you draw both Civil
Service annuity and Social Security
benefits concurrently in all 50 states, if
eligible for both? W. 0.
Answer: Except with regards to
military service creditable under both
programs, the Civil Service Retirement
law does not prohibit receipt of Civil
Service annuity and Social Security
benefits at the same time. Generally, if
you are entitled to both, you can collect
both, provided the laws administered by
the Social Security Administration do not
prohibit it.
Heartline: I receive an SSI check from
Social Security and a second check from
the State of Colorado. Why don't I receive
just one check.," L. A. J.
Answer. M'any states, including
Colorado, add to the basic Federal SSI
(Supplemental Security Income) benefit
amount to bring a beneficiary's income
more in line with local cost-of-living needs.
Some states ask Social Security to ad-
minister the payments of their sup-
plemental benefits, in which case the
recipient receives only one check for both
amounts. Colorado administers its own
supplemental program, which is why you
receive two checks — assuming your state
check is a state supplement to the Federal
SSI benefit.
Heartline: I'm 72 and own my own
home. Would I have to sell my house to be
eligible for Supplemental Security In-
come? L. L.
Answer: Eligibility for SSI is chiefly
based on any income you may have and
the value of your resources. A person may
own his house and still be eligible for SSI
as long as the value of the house does not
exceed $25,000 ($35,000 in Alaska and
Hawaii).
Heartline: My daughter, 25, has been
disabled since childhood. Might she be
eligible for Supplemental Security Income
even though she lives with my husband
and me? S. W.
Answer: Yes, she could be eligible for
SSI and still live with you, but her
maximum payment level would probably
be affected. She would also have to meet
the criteria for disability under SSI and
any income she might have or resource
she owns would also be taken into account.
/'
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The Murray American Legion
broke even for the weekend as
they won a home doubleheader
Saturday against Russellville
but dropped a pair of games
Sunday to a tough Bowling
Green team.
The two contests Saturday
were won by identical 5-4
scores. Sunday at Reagan
Field, Murray dropped the
opener 10-7 before being
bombed 12-0 in the nightcap.
Larry McGregor went the
distance in the first contest
Saturday evening in Holland
East Upsets
In Coaches'
By DENNE H. FREEMAN.
AP Sports Writer
LUBBOCK, Tex. ( AP) —
They saw a little Alabama-style
football at the 15th annual,
Coaches All-America football
game, and Texas Tech fans got
a small taste of what kind of
gambling game their new
coach Steve Sloan plays.
Sloan, of course, was a for-
mer quarterbacking great un-
der Paul "Bear" Bryant at Ala-
bama. Sloan took Vanderbilt to
its first bowl game since the
horse-and-buggy days last year
in the Peach Bowl.
Ironically, the Peach Bowl
opponent was Texas Tech,
where Sloan is now employed
after strong soul searching
about leaving Vanderbilt. The
Peach Bowl score was 6-6.
Sloan made a debut of sorts
in Lubbock as the East Coach
in the All-America Game Satur-
day. The East upset the West
23-21 before 36,000 local fans
and a national television au-
dience who missed 27 minutes
of action because of a power
line failure.
Asked if it relieved a little
pressure being 1-0 in his new
hometown, Sloan gave a sly
grin and said, "I don't believe
the fans will count it."
West Coach Grant Teaff of
Stadium. The Marshall County
hurler fanned four men and
allowed six hits.
Russellville got to McGregor
for three hits and three runs in
the top of the first inning.
But in the bottom of the
second, the hosts posted a pair
of runs and got right back in the
game. Mark Miller reached on a
single, Be McDougal reached on
a fielder's choice arid Craig
Dowdy laced a two-run single.
Russellville added a single
tally in the top of the fourth to
pull out to a 4-2 lead.
West 23-21
Grid Game
Baylor said he believes a lot of
fans will "count it."
TeEiff, college football's
Coach of the Year in 1974, said,
"I don't like to lose, but in an
all-star game you are always
happy if no one gets hurt. The
fans saw everything out there
tonight ... a great game ..."
The West, now owning an 8-7
lead in this series, built up a
13-3 lead on field goals of 39
and 54 yards by Alan Pringle of
Rice and a 40-yard touchdown
pass from quarterback Neal
Jeffrey of Baylor to Bass
Francis of Oregon.
Enter Maryland's Louis Car-
ter. He threw a 9-yard halfback
touchdown pass to John Sawyer
of Southern Mississippi mo-
ments after Gary Johnson of
Grainbling hooked the football
out of West quarterback David
Humm's arms and rumbled 68
yards for a touchdown.
Carter, named the game's
most valuable player, ran three
yards for a touchdown in the
third quarter to give the East a
23-13 lead.
The West countered on Don
Hardeman's five-yard touch-
down runs to make it 23-21.
Hardeman of Texas A&I later
fumbled deep in the fourth peri-
od and Sloan took his gamble.
Murray won the game in the
last of the sixth. Dowdy led off
with a single and Joe Futrell
then followed with a single.
McGregor actually won the
game for himself as he ripped a
blast out of the park, down the
leftfield line.
Miller and Dowdy each had
two hits while Suiter, Futrell
and McGregor had one hit
apiece.
In the second contest, Tony
Thurmond started on the hill for
Murray and was relieved by
Phil Barrett who got credit for
the win. But in the top of the
seventh, Russellville put men
on at second and third against
Barrett.
And with nobody out, Thur-
mond came back in to pitch
again. He promptly struck out
the side to pick up the save.
Russellville scored three in
the fourth and one in the sixth.
Murray got on the board
early, scoring three in the
second inning. With one out in
the second, McGregor reached
on an error. Tony Bayless then
unloaded and sent a towering
shot over the fence in leftfield.
Tony Thurmond followed with
a double and later scored on a
Suiter single.
With the score tied at 3-3
going into the home half of the
fifth, Murray put the game
away with two runs.
McDougal led off with a walk
and Dowdy reached on an error
by the pitcher. Bayless then
smashed a pitch into left to
drive in two more runs.
Bayless had two of the four
Murray hits while Suiter and
Thurmond also hit safely.
Sunday, it was just a case of
not enough pitching. Five
games in three days took its toll
on the mound staff, which is still
minus Murray State southpaw
Greg Cruse who is nursing a
knee injury.
Trailing 9-0 going into bottom
of the fifth, Murray got on the
board as Mickey McCuiston
walked and later scored on a
single by McDougal.
Then in the sixth, Murray
Monique fabrics
Starts today, low, low...prices
on spring & summer fabrics!
ADER C-7
Hundreds of Yards Priced To Clear, Now!











Values to ;1.99 yd.









Most items in all stores
Shop early for best selection
Quantities Ribbons 
at a
Limited ... new low
% off
Original Price
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exploded for six runs and
trailed only 9-7. But that was as
close as the hosts could come.
Dale McCuiston had a two-
double in the frame for the key
blow.
Mike Schroader had two hits
for Murray as did Dowdy and
McDougal. Also hitting safely
were Suiter, Miller, Dale Mc-
Cuiston, Futrell and Barrett.
In the second contest, Murray
had just four hits in getting
creamed 12-0. In addition to
losing the game, Murray also
lost catcher Mickey McCuiston
who slid into second base and
broke two toes. He will probably
be out of action for three weeks.
Hitting safely in the game for
Murray were McDougal,
Thurmond and Don Duke.
Murray will be idle until
Friday ,when they host a four-
team tournament.
In the first game Friday, set
for 5:30 p. m., Russellville will
play Madisonville. The nightcap
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Los Angeles 41 30 577
S Francisco 33 35 .485
Atlanta
Houston
San Diego 2351 437 :34:62
Saturday's Results
R3e9sul.t4s26
Pittsburgh 7, New York 3
Montreal 5, Philadelphia 1
San Francisco 4, Atlanta 3
Chicago 6, St. Louis 1
Cincinnati 7, HOUStOn 6, 14 in-
n rigs
LOS Angeles 4, San Diego 3
Sunday's Results
Montreal 4-3, Philadelphia 0-4
Atlanta 8-2, San Francisco .2-5
Pittsburgh 2, New York 0
St Louis 7, Chicago 2
Houston B. Cincinnati 4
Los Angeles 3, San Diego 2
Monday's Games
St Louis (Reed 7.6 and Den
ny 22) at New York (Stone 1,0
and Webb 1.2), 2, (t-n)
Cincinnati (Billingham 7-3) at
Atlanta (Easterly 0-0), (n)
Pittsburgh (Rooker 5-3) at
Philadelphia (Carlton 6-5), (n)
Chicago (Burris 6-5) at Mon
(reel (Scherman 0-1), (n)
Los Angeles (Hooten 6-5) at
Houston (Roberts 3-9), (n)
San Francisco (Mentelusco 4












Pittsburgh at Philadelphia 2.
Cincinnati at Atlanta, In
St. Louis at Now York, In:
Los Angeles at Houston, In '




W L Pct. GB
Boston 37 26 587
New York 37 29 561 1 ,
Milwaukee 13 31 508
Baltimore 30 34 469 71/2
Cleveland
Detroit 26 38 419 101/2
West
39 391 121/2
Oakland 42 26 618 —
Texas
sas City 38 31 551 4'
Chicago 
33 3/ 493 8' .
California 34 36 486 9
Minnesota 31 33 484 9
Saturday's Results38es 424 13
Minnesota 8, Chicago 3
New York 4, Detroit 1
Baltimore 3, Boston 0
Kansas City 4, Oakland 1
Milwaukee 11, Cleveland 9
California 4.5, Texas 2 6
Sunday's Results
0)icago 6 9, MinnesolA
1st game 10 innings
New York 5, Detroit 3
Baltimore 3-1, Boston 0 5
Cleveland 3, Milwaukee
innings
California 1, Texas 0
-Oakland 7 8, Kansas Cit'y
1st game 12 innings
Monday's Games
Cleveland (Reich 2-2) at [3,5
ton (Burton 0-1), (n)
New York (Medlch 59). e
Baltimore (Grimsley 3-8), (n)
Detroit (Coleman 3-10)- at





Minnesota (Hughes 6-5) a'
Oakland (Perry 27), to)
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Detroit at Milwaukee, 2, (14'11
New York at Baltimore, -
Cleveland at Boston, In
Texas at Chicago, In)
Kansas City at California ,













[9-9 Daily 1-6 Sunday--MEANS
LIMIT 2 BOXES I
PER FAMILY 
Allows you to adjust waist and
leg size for a snug and better fit. . .
KIMBIES DAYTIME 30'S
Boxes of 30 Daytime Kimbies
with safety tapes that let you ad-
just waist and leg size for a snug
fit. Kimbies help keep your baby













Buy a 2241. oz. spray bottle of
Telize S Glass Plus and get a 32-
fl. oz. refill free. Gleans glass,
appliances, and cabinets.
All purpose cleaning
aids for you, tit











Your choice of 3241. oz. (qt. size)




Herbal, Lavender. or Wildflower Scents . .
Woodbury Nature Scents
Bath Soap
1.75-ounce (net wt.) bars of
Woodbury Nature Scents. Your
choice of Lavender, Herbal, Or
Wildflower fragrances.
LIMIT 4 PLF:ASE 
A
BEG 34' 
New fresh and clean





22-fluid ounces Sweet-Heart liquid
dish detergent wrth the fresh clean
fragrance of lime. Gets dishes their
Cleaftelt











Pkg. of 5 all cotton dishcloths with
decorative trims. Each measures 11"
x 12" in size.
Pure and gentle . . .





10-fl. oz. Johnson's ® Baby Oil is
ideal for protecting you and your baby
from sunburn gently and smoothly.
Feel fresh and clean all
through your busy day...
Johnson &Johnson





11-oz. (net wt.) of new Shower to







Your choice of 241. oz. of So-Dry




Delicious frost on the







Party Frostie Jells filled with orange,
yellow and green jells with delicious
frosted coating. 10-oz. net wt.









Choose from 641. oz. Intensive Care Lotion in
Regular or Herbal, 10-oz. (net wt.) Bath Beads,
or 9-oz. (net wt.) Bubbling Herbal Bath for
cleaner, fresher feeling skin.
lar/on t sting you -







1.5 ounce (net wt.) Gillette® Soft and
On Roll-On Antiperspirant. Your choice A
scented or unscented. Won't sting even







Boxes of 408 strong, firm Q-Tip cotton
swabs. Ideal for many uses around the
house. Beauty and grooming, baby
care, first aid.
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Dietzel Says He Feels He Was
Hired To Help Improve OVC
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
The new Ohio Valley Confer-
ence Commissioner, Paul Diet-
zel, who takes over the OVC
front office July 1, says he feels
he was hired to improve the
image of the league.
Dietzel said in a recent inter-
view everyone wants to have
the league better known, see it
get more publicity and he feels
everyone wants the stature of
the OVC improved as well.
He said the OVC, with eight
teams in Kentucky and Ten-
nessee, won't be improved
overnight, but he doesn't think
it will take as much as five
years to improve it.
Dietzel, a longtime college
football coach, helped Loui-
siana State achieve college
football prominence and
recently served as head coach
at Sputh Carolina.
The new commissioner said
he has talked with Eddie Em-
horn, president of the Tele-
vision Sports Network (TVS)
about televising OVC basket-
BUCKY HARRIS HONORED
NEW YORK ( AP) — Bucky
Harris, recently chosen for in-
duction into baseball's Hall of
Fame, will manage a group of
former American League stars
in the 14th Oldtimers Game to
be played against former Na-
tional Leaguers at New York's
Shea Stadium on June 28. Ca-
sey Stengel has been named to
manage the NL players.
ball.
Einhorn told him there is a
good possibility of televising
some OVC basketball regional-
ly, but not nationally, Dietzel
said.
"I'm also discussing possi-
bilities with two other oper-
ations with radio and TV which
look pretty good," he said.
OVC restrictions on alcoholic
beverage advertising were
cited as one reason a confer-
ence television package fell
through last year.
We have fine universities in
some very conservative areas
and for that reason they're re-
luctant to got for it," Dietzel
said.
He pointed out that the major
advertisers on televised NCAA
events is beer.
Dietzel said there is substan-
tial support for the idea of im-
proved women's athletic pro-
grams in the OVC, but there
also is concern over how to pay
for them.
"A lot of women understand
the economic situation, but
there are others at the opposite
end who demand everything
equal right now," he said.
Dietzel said East Tennessee
will remain in the OVC and not
go to the Southern Conference
as rumored.
"I asked point blank," he
said, "and I can assure you
they aren't interested in the
Southern Conference."
Dietzel said he wants to serve
as OVC commissione until he
retires, adding, "I've never
taken a job that I didn't plan to
do for the rest of my life."
Besides East Tennessee, the
Tennessee members of the con-
ference are Tennessee Tech,
Middle Tennessee and Austin
Peay. Kentucky members are
Eastern Kentucky, Western
Kentucky, Morehead and Mur-
ray.
Wells Scores 12 Points But




Raker gazed up into the crowd
at Market Square Arena with
an incredulous stare as the
boos rolled over the basketball
court.
The generally partisan In-
diana crowd was booing be-
cause Hoosier Coach Bob Dille
was about to insert his second
platoon—Raker being one mem-
ber—into the game with the
Kentucky All-Stars at a crucial
time.
Ten minutes later Indiana
s walking off the court with
a R5-91 victory securely tucked
into the score book, and most
of the record crowd of 15,612
which witnessed the first of two
annual charity games was smil-
ing.
"I'm an arrogant son of a
gun and I'm not going to let the
crowd reaction decide who
plays and who doesn't," said
Dille, the longtime Fort Wayne
Northrop coach. And his judge-
ment proved better than the
crowd's.
It was an odd codest, with
the momentum changing like
the tides.
First, Indiana blew the big-
gest lead of the game, 39-24,
and held only a 47-43 edge at
Pele Recovering From
Attack By Mob Of Fans
NEW YORK (AP) — While
Pele is recuperating, the North
American Soccer League will
be doing some investigating.
The 34-year-old star of the
New York Cosmos is spending
the next three days resting in
his home in Santos, Brazil after
receiving minor injuries and a
good scare when a mob of fans
Longshots To Collide
For U. S. Open Title
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
MEDINAH, Ill. (AP) — A
pair of longshots, Lou Graham
and John Mahaffey, meet in an
18-hole playoff today for the
$40,000 prize in the 75th U.S.
Open Golf Championship — the
"chokers" or "snake-bit" open.
It has been a wild one. And
none is m9re surprised at the
windup perhaps than the play--
off contenders themselves.
Graham, a drawling, string-
bean tour veteran of 35, was
the only person among the 25,-
145 on the Medinah Club prem-
ises who didn't know he had a
chance to win outright by par-

























West Side Square - Mayfield, Ky.
ti
He dumped his approach shot
into a trap and took a bogey.
Mahaffey, a young lion of 27
out of Houston, had finished 45
minutes earlier and had rushed
to the club house to buy a can-
dy bar and check on the airline
reservations out of town.
He had to be searched out
and informed that his 287 score,.
three over par, had tied the
late-finishing Graham for first
place and that he should be on
the first tee today promptly at
1:30 p.m. CDT.
The playoff will be shown
over national television ABC-
TV. It's the first Open playoff
since Lee Trevino beat Jack
Nicklaus at Merion in Ardmore,
Pa., in 1971.
Whatever became of that fel-
low, Nicklaus, anyhow? And
Trevino? And Hale Irwin, who
won last year? And Johnny Mil-
ler, the Pacific Coast hotshot?
And long Tom Weiskopf, Arnold
Palmer and South Africa's
Gary Player'
Everybody, including the in-
comparable Nicklaus, blew it—
that is, all except Graham and
Mahaffey. They almost did.
They backed into their tie for
the top, Mahaffey shooting a fi-
nal round 71 that he thought
might get him about 10th mon-
ey and Graham a 73.
Irwin, who whipped the ter-
rors of Winged Foot a year
ago, rallied for a 70 and tied at
288 with Frank Beard, Ben
Crenshaw and plump Bob Mur-
phy. Nicklaus, bogeying the
last three holes, tied with Eng-
land's towering Peter Oos-
terhuis at 289. Palmer was at
290 with young Pat Fitzsimons
and Tom Watson.
All of them were wondering
how they managed to let this
Open slip from their hands.
"There will be 20 guys leav-
ing here who will say, 'If I had
played halfway decently I
would have won," Nicklaus
said.
Irwin acknowledged that the
tournament left him completel
dumbfounded.
"This was the easiest open to
win I've ever seen," the bes-
pectacled 1974 Open winner
said. "Everybody was just
throwing it away. It's unbeliev-
able.
"We tend to choke in the
Open," Irwin said, "but it was
a horrible experience for most
of us. The greens were getting
brown and dying from suffoca-
tion. Some fairways were mow-
ed, others weren't, the noise
was terrible and the gallery at
times seemed completely dis-
interested.
"I think everbody — because
of the bad early weather and
Signs With Bucs
NEW YORK (AP) — Pitcher
Bob Locasso, 18, of Fairfield.
N.J., who had a tryout at Shea
Stadium in New York Sunday,
was signed by the Pittsburgh
Pirates and assigned to the Na-
tional Leigue team's rookie
camp in Florida, a Pirates'
spokesman said.
The 5-foot-11, 180-pound Lo-
casso, bypassed in the recent
draft, was recommended to the
Pirates by a friend of team
trainer Tony Bartirome.
1976 BOAT SHOW SET
NEW YORK (AP) — Exhib-
itors are reserving space in
record numbers for the 1976
National Boat Show to be held
Jan. 10-18 in the New York Co-
liseum. Show director Frank
Scalpone says reservations are
16 per cent ahead of last
 spring.
conditions — went into the tour-
nament with a bad frame of
mind."
MEDINAH, Ill. ( AP) — Final
scores and money winnings in
Sunday's round of the 75th U.S.
Open Golf Championship on the
7,032-yard, par-71 Medinah
Country Club course ( x-in-
dicates will compete in Mon-
























swarmed over him during a
weekend New York-Boston
NASL game.
Meanwhile, Bob Ehlinger, as-
sistant to NASL Commisioner
Bill Woosnam announced the
league is conducting "a com-
plete investigation of cir-
mcumstances leading to the in-
jury of Pele."
The "Black Pearl," as he is
known throughout the world,
suffered a pulled muscle behind
his right knee, and a twisted
ankle Friday night in Boston
University's Nickerson Field
during the first half of a game
against the Boston Minuteman.
The fans stormed the field
and overwhelmed him after he
scored a disallowed goal. The
Cosmos later lost the contest 2-
1 in overtime.
Pele was carried from the
field by security guards hired
by Warner Communications,
owner of the Cosmos, but it
was later reported that his in-
juries were minor.
"I was shaken and scared,"
he said before boarding a plane
for Brazil. Cosmos vice presi-
dent Clive Toye at first ordered
the New York team to leave
the field after the disturbance
and told the referee the players
would not return.
"However, upon reflection, I
felt the crowd would be better
pacified by continuing the
game," said Toye, "but without
Pele or (Minuteman star) Eu-
sebio to incite further crowd in-
vasions."
Toye informed the referee
that New York was playing the
remainder of the game under
protest and then filed a formal
protest with the NASL commis-
sioner's office.
Toye said "the game was
played in conditions unsafe for
players, officials and specta-
tors.• I
the half. Then, the less publi-
cized Kentucky squad, relying
on superior overall height,
charged out to a 68-59 lead with
11:01 left in the game.
However, Indiana's starting
unit of Mr. Basketball Kyle
Macy and Jerry Sichting at
guards, center Rich Valavicius
and forwards Sam Drummer
and Steve Walker suddenly be-
gan to come to life again.
Walker popped in a shot and
Sichting hit a pair of free
throws, cutting the Kentucky
margin to 68-63.
That's when Raker and four
other Indiana reserves moved
down the sideline to the
scorer's table as the boos thun-
dered over their heads. But
that also was the beginning of
the end for Kentucky as Dille's
replacements did what they
were supposed to do—catch up.
Kevin Pearson, a 6-foot-5 cen-
ter from state champion Mar-
ion was the sparkplug. He
scored eight points and pulled
down seven rebounds as In-
diana regained the lead at 77-76
on his three-point play with
5:53 remaining.
Dille then slowly placed his
starters back into the lineup
and Drummer, Walker and
Macy applied the clinchers.
Macy, who only had nine
points but played a solid floor
game, got a basket and a free
throw, giving Indiana the lead
for good at 83-80 with just over
four minutes remaining.
Drummer, who led the Hoo-
siers with 17 points, hit three
straight Indiana baskets in-
cluding two flashy dunk shots
for a 91-85 edge with 2:03 re-
maining.
And Walker, who had 12
points, finished it up with a
pair of free throws accounting
for the final points of the game
with just 24 seconds left.
Dille surprised the crowd by
going with a straight two pla-
toon system until the final min-
utes of the game, alternating
Pearson and 7 foot-2 Glen Sud-
hop at center on the second
group until the final minutes of
the game when both Sudhop
and Valavicius were in foul
trouble.
"It's difficult for all-stars not
to play and in this situation I
think every man should get in
his time. I through it was a
great and physical game, but
that's the way we figured Ken-
tucky would play."
It was the fourth straight loss
for Kentucky and left them on
the losing end of a 36-19 series
record going into next Saturday
night's game at Freedom Hall
in Louisville. But they were not
pushed around by the impres-
sive Hoosiers.
In fact, Kentucky had a 65-50
edge on the boards.
The Bluegrass squad was se-
riously hurt when 6-9 James
Wells fouled out with 8:41 left
after scoring 12 points and pull-
ing down 10 rebounds. Flenoil
Crook, a 6-7 forward, was the
shining star of the night as he
scored 20 points and grabbed 12
rebounds, but he also was ham-
pered by foul trouble, finishing
with four.
The keys to Kentucky's sec-
ond-half rally, though, were 6-5
Kevin Anderson of state cham-
pion Louisville Male and Mr.
Basketball Dom Fucci. Ander-
son hit 15 of his 16 points in the
second half and the 6 3 Fucci, a
haridnosed guard, pulled down
14 rebounds and scored all
eight of his points in the second
half.
KENTUCKY 191)
Fucci 2 4-5 8, Stamper 1 0-0 2, Elliott 1
0-0 2, Mueller 1 2-1 4, Crook 6 8-12 M.
Jordan 3 4-4 10, Yarborough 3 0-0 6, Ca-
sey 1 0-1 2, Anderson 7 2-4 16, Britt 2 5-6
9, Wells 6 0-2 12. Totals, 33 25-38.
INDIANA (65)
Macy 3 3-4 9, Slchtirtg 3 2-2 8, Johnson 5
1-2 11, Butcher 11-2 3, Drurruner 8 1-2 17,
Walker 44-4 12, Martin 4 0-0 8, Raker 40-
o 8, Valavicius 2 3-6 7, Sudhop 2 0-0 4,
Pearson 3 2-4 8. Totals: 39 17-26.

















MONDAY, JULY 14, 1475
5 P M • 4-H Ftabbot Shoo
7 OD P Offirml Opening
7 SOP M Beauty Contest
TUESDAY, JULY 15, 1/75
Hi 10 A SI lioistera-Flieslan cattle Show
7 SOP Motorcycle Races
WEDNESDAY, JULY 16, 1975
la 00 A M • Jersey Cattle Mow
5 00 P M Open Rabbit Show
7 SO F M • or.S. Deiricirtion Dertry
THURSDAY. JULY 17, 1975
I 00 P M • Kiddies Day
5 31P U - aktorcrcie Practice
6 10 P N - STA Dairy Show
7 SOP.- Ramie Mibap Mara
FRIDAY, JULY la, 1975
10 1M A M - Beef Cottle Shr.
7 SOP.M_ Roller Derby
SATURDAY, JULY 19.1975
it w rn -Hanle e Mule Ptditna
Weigh in I • m -0. m
la 00 A 14 Farrn Warren De,
7 NP U rrrverv
1975 Station Wagon
















































































Doug Cross Seriously Injured,44
Cycle Fails On Takeoff Ramp
THE WAY IT HAPPENED—Doug Cross was critically injured Saturday night in Marion, III., while jumping
over the "Towering Inferno". Behind Cross is the massive wall of fire through which he jumped. But while
he was going up the takeoff ramp, the cycle "cut out" and he did not hit the speed needed to hit the lan-
ding romp. Instead, he crashed into the safety ramp and suffered major injuries. Here, Cross, realizing he
is crashing, is caught by the camera just a blink of an eye before the impact.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)
Pitching Dominates
Pony League Contests
Pitching dominated games in
the Pony League Saturday
night.
In the first contest, David
Mathis allowed four two hits in
hurling the Orioles to a 4-0 win
over the Dodgers. The second
game found the Mets edging the
Indians 3-2.
Mathis fanned eight men arid
allowed singles to Hal Hen-
dricks, Alan Gibbs, Fred Kemp
and Kevin Wright.
Gibbs, who starred last year
in the Little League, took the
loss.
The Orioles scored a single
tally in the first as Dean Cherry
walked and later scored when
Terry Gibson reached on an
error.
In the fourth, the Orioles
wrapped up the win with three
runs. Kelly White walked and
Craig Redden then reached on
an error. Trey Britt drove in a
run with a fielder's choice.
Brad Taylor walked and then
Mathis came through with a
clutch two-run single.
Mathis and White had the only
hits for the Orioles.
The Mets scored a run in the
first and two in the third and
held off a rally by the Indians in
the other contest.
Randy Garland went five
innings and got credit for the
win while David Brandon
picked up the save.
Mike Pitman, who fanned 11
men, took the loss for the In-
dians.
In the first, Mickey Spann
We are proud to announce that Miss
Gail Lyons, bride-elect of Barry Eveland
has selected her crystal and sterling from
our complete bridal registry.





walked and later scored when
Dewayne Dycus reached on an
error.
In the second, Kenny Bogard
walked, reached second on an
error and later scored on a
Dycus single. Dycus came
around to score when Lee
Hopkins picked up a fielder's
choice RBI.
The Indians scored both their
runs in the fifth. Tommy Shown
walked, stole second and third
and scored on a wild pitch. Eric
Story also walked as did Nicky
Swift and then Mike Pitman
singled for the last Indian run.
Story, Pitman and Mike
Howard hit safely for the In-
dians while Spann and Dycus
had the two hits for the Mets.
Wins Race
GROSSE POINTE, Mich.
(AP) — A yacht from Club de
Yates de Acapulco in Mexico,
Vendetta, was the winner Sun-
day in the first of a five-race
series, completing the 34-mile
race on Lake St. Clair in the
time of 18:49.13.
Defending champions and
winner of last week's North
American Two Ton Champion-
ship, Frank Piku and Dave
Gamble finished fourth with
their boat Aggressive II.
Two more 34-mile races will
be held on Lake St. Clair Mon-
day and Tuesday. The boats
then move to Lake Huron for a
203-mile race Thursday and a
350-mile event June 30.
Notice
June 30-July 3 will be our
Vacation Week. . . with the exception











Cross narrowly escaped death
Saturday night after crashing
Into his safety ramp while
performing his -Towering
Inferno" jump at the
Williamson County Speedway in
Marion, Ill.
Cross, who is 24-y:ears-4)ld
today, remains in traction and
is listed in serious condition at
the Trauma Center in Mount
Vernon, Ill.
Billed as "The Flying Cross,"
the New Burnside, Ill.,
daredevil was making the 64th
jump of his career. In all of his
previous jumps, he had never
been seriously injured.
Cross suffered a broken left
leg, several broken ribs, three
broken vertebrae, a broken jaw,
it separated shoulder and
severe laceratfon-T8 his chin.
He had previously announced
he would be jumping a pyramid
of hay and the distance would be
110 feet. When he first at-
tempted the jump last month in
Texas, he jumped over the fire
which was a pyramid of only 20
bales of hay.
Cross was to jump 70 bales
Saturday but instead, changed
that number to 154. The hay
was drenched with 50 gallons of
gasoline and as soon as a match
as thrown in, the inferno shot
well over 150 feet into the air
and produced a blast of heat
enough to make everyone in the
pit area move well back.
Cross was to hit 73 miles per
hour. As he was going up his
takeoff ramp, his 250 cc Mon-
tesa "cut out" and he did not hit
the required speed.
The fire wall was 40 feet long
and 10 feet wide and was
shooting out on all sides. Cross
came through the fire and the
jump was simply awesome.
He reached a peak altitude of
about 23 feet and suddenly, the
bike started a nosedive toward
the ground.
Cross knew he was going to
Ali Says He'll Retire After
Title Bout With Joe Bugner
By ED SCHUYLER Jr. •
AP Sports Writer
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia
AP) — Muhammad Ali said
today his heavyweight cham-
pionship defense against Joe
Bugner July 1 will be his last
fight.
"You can write I'm gonna re-
tire," Ali told a news confer-
ence he called for his hotel fol-
lowing a training session.
"I'm gonna announce it offi-
cially on television so the
people can hear my voice,"
said Ali. "To fans and non-fans
alike this will be the last time
you'll see me fight."
The Bugner fight, which will
start at about 9:45 a.m. here,
will be seen in many parts of
the world live on close-circuit
television beginning at about
10:45 p.m., EDT, June 30 in the
United States.
Ali's announcement was
greeted with skepticism by
some of his camp followers.
"He ain't gonna turn down $8
million," said one.
And All did seem to leave a
little room for a change of
mind when at one point he said,
"I'm 99 per cent sure I'm gon-
na retire."
A retirement would mean
there would be no third fight
against Joe Frazier, a fight for
which he would get about $8
million. He is getting $2 million
plus expenses to fight Bugner.
The 33-year-old champion,
seemingly restless and saying
he was tired of training and
even of the adulation that is
continually showered upon him,
said he had told his manager,
Herbert Muhammad, of his de-
cision.
"He told me it's my life and I
can do what I want to or I can
go again one more time for $8
million," All said.
Ali also said he had talked to
promoter Don King, who had
put together the Ali-Foreman
and Ali-Bugner fights and who
has been working on an Ali-
Frazier bout and a multi-mil-
lion dollar rematch between Ali
and Foreman.
"He said 'You can't do this
champ,— said Ali of his conver-
sation with King, who had not
yet arrived here from New
York. "We've made plans for
$8 million."
Ali said he told King, "Sorry,
brother."
"It's impossible to be with
my family and to do my reli-
gious work," said Ali, who is a
member of the Nation of Islam,
the Black Muslim sect.
The man, who has been a
fighter for 21 years, also said:
"Too many fighters have quit
beaten. I'm starting to get hurt
more and I'm gonna have to
fall soon.
"One reason I want to get out
of this is there are so many
things I want to do. I want to
start studying."
All also said, "I will name
my successor. Usually there is
an elimination tournament. But
I will name my successor. It
will be Ken Norton, Joe Frazier
or George Foreman."
crash and he braced hiniself for
the impact. The cycle hit just
under the safety ramp and fell
to the ground.
Cross was "clotheslined" into
the safety ramp and hit about
shoulder-high. He slammed to
the ground and did not move.
Shrieks and shock ran
through the crowd, estimated to
be an overflow audience of
5,000.
Cross was taken to the Marion
Memorial hospital and rushed
to the emergency room.
He was in a semiconscious
state but was able to nod his
head to answer questions.
He was then transferred to
Mount Vernon where he un-
derwent four and one-half hours
of operations.
Cross was scheduled to at-
tempt a jump over a helicopter
next month in Murray. If he had
been jumping the helicopter
Saturday, it would have -been
very close as he had the height
but the cycle went straight
down after reaching the apex.
It will probably be a few days
before Cross is able to talk and
expktin what went wrong.
011 RH ‘1 II I/1.1 7- I MI •%)
SPORTS
Betsy Cullen Back To
Top, Wins LPGA Play
PLYMOUTH, Ind. i AP) —
Betsy Cullen has made her
comeback from cancer surgery
even sweeter with a one-stroke
victory in the $40,000 Ladies
Professional Golf Association
Hoosier Classic.
Miss Cullen, 37, Sunday shook
off the 90-degree heat, intense
humidity and a strong chal-
lenge by a handful of LPGA
regulars in the victory, her
first since two weeks before
surgery to remove a malignan-
cy in her thyroid gland in 1973.
"It's been a long time be-
tween drinks of champagne,"
the Tulsa, Okla., native noted
with a laugh as she accepted a
drink of the bubbly and the
winner's check for $5,700.
That placed her 13th on the
LPGA 1975 money list this sea-
son with $15,172, well off the
pace set by Sandra Palmer.
Miss Palmer finished in a tie
for third and won $2,150, rais-
ing her earnings to $54,633.
But Miss Cullen took the
spotlight on the narrow, bunk-
er-lined Plymouth Country Club
course. With the exception of
two key birdies at the ninth and
10th holes, she parred her way
around the tough layout while
everyone else tried to catch
her.
Miss Cullen's 54-hole total of
211 was five under par and just
ahead of Judy Rankin's 212.
The winner had rounds of 71-70-
70.
Miss Rankin finished her fi-
nal round, a 70, two groups
ahead of Miss Cullen and wait-
ed in vain for her steady oppo-






It's Pepsi's way of saluting the State
of Kentucky's 200th bicentennial observance.
Special points of interest are printed on
each bottle. It's a great Collector's
item and a good way to enjoy delicious
tasting Pepsi-Cola. Collect yours now—
but hurry—offer is limited.
Join the Pepsi people ... feelin' free
Lim -Red curaly while they last
sr.
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EVEN TwOuGH riDzi KNEW
TRE JOB WI* TO 5040oT THE
" PRE5I9ENT--500 WENT ON?
OTHEgwt5E THETV KILL YOU 4
PALO ALTO, Calif. (AP) -
In the blackness of being blind,
Dennis Daughters is beginning
to crawl now, exploring and
"seeing" his world through ech-
oes.
The 8-month-old infant "sees"
objects through a sonar device
worn in a kind of beanie cap.
It broadcasts silent sound
waves and picks up the return-
ing echoes which then are
translated into audible sounds
carried by plastic tubes to his
ears. Bats see in a similar
echo-sounding way.
The baby can recognize his
favorite toy or a bottle and
reach out accurately to grasp it
in both hands.
He likes to play peek-a-boo
with his mother, Melody, re-
ceiving a strong signal when he
looks at her, then "turning her
ofr by looking to one side. It is
like a sighted baby covering his
eyes with his hands. Mother
and child find it fun.
Blind since his premature
birth, Dennis is apparently the
first baby ever to be fitted with
such a sonar device, says Dr.
Tom Bower, a Scottish psy-
chologist who conceived the
project. If the experiment
proves helpful to this child,
such devices might be made
available to other blind babies
and children.
"When the echo device was
first put on his head at age 14
weeks, his face lit up. ,It was
like a light going on in his
head. He knew there was some-
thing out there," says Mrs.
Daughters, a nurse and wife of
Dr. Dennis Daughters, a physi-
cian.
Dennis' aonar cOnsists of a
transducer system, about the
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size of a half-dollar and weigh-
ing 11-J ounces. It is placed in
the middle of a headband and
turns the echoes into pleasant
whistling sounds, subdued
enough so he can also hear
voices and other sounds, It is
powered by an 8-ounce, rechar-
geable battery that can be held
by a parent or placed on the
floor.
He can tell distance by a
sound's pitch - the lower the
pitch, the closer the object. Ob-
jects to the right or left of cen-
ter produce a louder sound in
that ear. Sound intensity gives
clues about size, and by moving
his head slightly he can define
the edges of an object because
the echoes diminish there.
Hard, smooth objects echo
back a clear pure sound, while
fuzzy surfaces sound mushy.
Hence Dennis can identify his
favorite toy, a rubber cater-
pillar having one soft side he
rubs against his cheek. He can
tell it from an object of similar
size when both are held in front
of him, Bower says.
Bower said a blind baby
learns to think better if he
knows where things are and
how to move about. "We be-
lieve the cognitive or think
process is tied up with motor
processes," he explains. If
blind babies receive "poor
quality of information from
sounds about them, they are
handicapped."
Dr. and Mrs. Daughters had
wanted a child for nine years
and on Friday the 13th twins
were born prematurely. One
died and Dennis was blinded by
an eye disease, retrolental fibr-
oplasia, which was brought on
by extra oxygen given to save
his life.
"It was so devastating, to
know he was blind," Mrs.
Daughters said. "It all went so
wrong. Now suddenly every-
thing is right. My heart is so
full I don't know how to begin
to tell about it."
Miss Kentucky Criticizes
Courier Newspaper Article
SOMERSET, Ky. I API -
June Wallace of Somerset, Miss
Kentucky in the recent Miss
U.S.A. pageant, said Sunday a
newspaper article about her
May 11, "made me look hard,
cold and callous and a com-
petitor rather than a human
being."
Miss Wallace was inter-
viewed by Lana Ellis, a writer
for the Louisville Courier-Jour-
nal di Times a week before the
pageant in Niagara Falls, N.Y.










ITS A FAR GREATE:'
THING YOU ARE C'
THAN YO' HAS FVER
DONE BEFC 7
Her comments on the article
were made during an interview
by radio station WTLO in
Somerset.
Asked why she waited so long
to comment on the newspaper
report Miss Wallace said, "I
thought it might be best if I
dropped it because the more
you stir a thing the more you'll
look at it.
"A man wrote in Ito the Cou-
rier-Journal) and expressed his
opinion on my character and
credability based on the article
so I decided to say something."
The article said, "Miss Wal-
lace smokes, but not in front of
pageant judges."
Miss Wallace said, "I do not
smoke and that kind of threw
me. The reporter asked me if I
smoked or drank . . . I think
drinking is okay in moderation
as in being offered a glass of
beer at a function of my sorori-
ty, but smoking is one of the
worst habits you can pick up.
"What really upset me is how
she took my comments out of
context and put them to her
own uses," she added.
Miss Wallace said she, "was
a victim of one reporter who
wanted to have a successful ar-
ticle by having a lot of people
read it. She made it a really
readible story.
"She took one of my quotes
saying there will be a day when
women won't grow old. . . I did
say that but that isn't what I
meant at all. I told her I would
have as much fun at 50 and 60
as I do at 22 and I am not
dreading growing old."
The article quoted Miss Wal-
lace as saying, ". . . I hate to
think about getting wrinkles
and having my face begin to
sag. It's important for me to
take care of my face. Growing
old is a sad thing for women,
but if plastic surgery continues
to develop and new drugs are
discovered, the day will come
when women won't have to get
old."
The Kentucky beauty queen
said, "I don't think the news
media's purpose is to entertain
the public, it is to give valid
information. . .I just don't like
the shallowness she inserted
into my character."
Miss Wallace, a senior at UK
who is majoring in music, was
one of the final 12 in a field of
51 in the Miss U.S.A. pageant.
CAN DEPOSIT
BILLS REJECTED
NEW YORK ( AP) - Envi-
ronmentalists are facing stiff
resistance in their bid to get
state legislators to enact laws
that would impose 3 to 5-cent
deposits on all beer and soft
Oink bottles and cans.
A survey shows that of the 40
states with such bills in the leg-
islative hopper, 24 have already
rejected the legislation as both
inflationary and a potential
cause of unemployment. Only
three states - Oregon, Ver-
mont and South Dakota - have
enacted such laws.
Proponents of the forced de-
posit bills claim that roadways
throughout the nation would be
cleaner and that valuable re-
sources could be saved under a
returnable bottle system.
Labor and industry leaders
on the other hand confirm that
100,000 jobs are at stake nation-
ally, and that a two-way sys-
tem will cause product prices
to rise. Along with many law-
,makers, they support broad-
based litter control programs
and resource recovery and rec-
ycling, pointingrout that "bottle







regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
the day . before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4



























Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need Line... 753-NEED





15. Articles For Sale2 Notice
WHEN TRAVELING in-
around-or-thru Dover,
Tennessee, stop at Joe
Bailey's Place, (Texaco)
for a free cup of coffee
(always).
MARY KAY Cosmetics.
Call Irene Young, 753-
5922.
CARING IS sharing. We
care. NEEDLINE, 753-
6333.
I, BOBBY L. Thorn, will no
longer be responsible for
any debts other than my
own as of today, June 23,
1975.












Class of '45, please write
cousin, Velma Elliott











Smiling woman under 60,
2 hours a day, 5 days a
week. For interview call
753-8970 between 2 and 4 p.
m.
WANTED - Couples over 20
interested in extra in-
come. $400-$800 monthly
possible, 10-15 hours per
week. Management ex-
perience helpful but not
necessary. Call for ap-
pointment only 753-3763.
HOUSE KEEPER one day
a week. Would consider
older lady, full time live
in. Call 489-2355.
WANTED-2 amateur
guitar or banjo players to
lead campfire sing-a-






HEALTH, life, burial, up to
$2000.00. Health no
problem. Call 753-1976.
14. Want To Buy
1968-1971 VW Beetle. Must
be a good and clean car.
Call 753-3976 after 5:30 p.
m.
USED SKI boat, motor and
trailer. Call 753-8301 or
753-0082.
COINS-AMERICAN Gold,
silver, or copper. Buy or
sell. Estate appraisals
Paul F. Faivre, 753-9/12.
15. Articles For Sale
TOMATO STAKES, 10
cents each, Bean poles, 25
cents each. Firewood, $10
a rick. Call 753-9618.
SEE CUSTOM-BUILT
Portable Buildings for all
your storage needs.
Prices start at $368.00.
Sizes from 8 x 8 thru 20 x
24. Also Lake Cottages,
Boat Docks, Patios, and
Greenhouses: Located on
Hicks Cemetery Road.
One mile South of Cherry




good condition. $25. Call
753-6892.
C. B. RADIO set. Hi
-gain
base and mobile radio.
Will sell cheap. Call 753-
2858 after 4 p. m.
TOMATO STAKES, 54", 15
cents each. Redmon
Stake Company, Hwy. 94
E., Murray.
ELECTRIC Frigidaire
stove. Nice. Call 753-3976.
TRAVEL TRAILER, 1973
Sprite, fully equipped, air
conditioned, like new,




BTU - 23,000 BTU.
Brandon Dill, 753-1551.
SELECTIONS OF
paneling. 4 x B sheets -
$2.75 and up. Molding to
match paneling.
Bathroom vanities from
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling, 4 x 8
sheets, $4.25 each.
Cabinet topping, 25 cents
sq. ft. Interior latex white
paint, $3.95 gal.
Fiberglass Panels, 10
cents to 25 cents sq. ft.
Luan and Birch doors,
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross &
Tuck Salvage Mdse., Inc.




crafted china cabinet and
solid maple table with two
leaves, and four Windsor
chairs. $475. Call 753-7930.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for $26 Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
up to $80. Come in and see








SINGER TOUCH and Sew
in like new condition.
Push button bobbin and so
forth. Sold new over $250.






TILLERS: 3 h.p. $176.95. 5
h.p. with power reverse,
B dr S engine. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
20. Sports Equipment
FOR SALE 1972, 80 h. p.
Mercury motor. Call 753-
9885.
17' ARISTOCRAT boat, 75
h. p. Evinrude motor, also
1965 Dodge pick-up. Call
753-0619.
14' FIBERGLASS
Runabout, 40 h. p. motor,
and trailer. $650. 524
Broad St. call 753-4064.
15' RUNABOUT, 85 h.p.
Mercury motor, 6-
cylinder, convertible top.
Can be seen at 509
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shampooers for rent at
Marimik Industrial
Supply, 753-7753.
'EXERGYM for sale. Call
753-1532.
27 Mobile Kome Sales
MOBILE HOME, 12 x 65. 3
bedrooms, 11/2 bath.
Extra nice, fully fur-
nished. Price-$7,650. Call
753-2858.
12 x 60 MOBILE HOME, 3
bedrooms, all electric,
bath and a half. Free
parking until first of the
year. Call 782-3156.
28. Heating & Cooling
AIR CONDITIONER Sale.








Roby Sales, Benton, Ky.
tri
29. Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 60 MOBILE home. 2






ming pool. Families only.
753-3855.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TRAILER FOR RENT.
Couple only. Call Brandon
Dill, 753-1551.









Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
N... *wood end spewed erre 29 veers. Do not sign any centred
email Sob is finished
100 South 13th St. Phone 753-3914





32 Apartments For Rent
MURRAY MANOR - All




Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
FURNISHED APART-






Apply at 1414 Vine.
THREE ROOM un-
furnished or partly fur-
n i she d apartment.
Downstairs and close to
town. Private entrance.
Free rent to retired




towards the lake. $85. Call
753-8333 after 5:00 p. m.
FOR RENT
Nice furnished apart-
ments for boys or girls,
summer and fall
semesters. Also ef-
ficiency apts. for girls.
Phone 753-5865 days, or
753-5108 after 6 p.m.
TWO BEDROOM apart-
ment, furnished or un-
furnished. Call 753-4331.





South 16th St. 753-6609.
34. Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM house,
unfurnished. Four blocks
from MSU. Call 753-1487.
HOUSE FOR Rent. Three
bedrooms, two baths, den,
living room, large kit-
chen, carport, spacious
yard, convenient shop-
ping center within 2
blocks. Call 762-4288 days
or 753-2214 after 5 p.m.
PAINTING
Residential-Commercial-Interior-Exterior
7 Experienced Painters at your Service
No Job Too large or Too Small
Free Estimates
Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287
Carlos Black Jr. Painting Contractor
406 Sunbury Circle-Murray
Roberts Realty Presents: Money Makers
Home and income can be yours with the purchase of this restaurant and mobile
home. Both are immaculate and price includes all equipment and furniture. Two
storage buildings, minnow building and two lots with water front on Kentucky
Lake with floating dock. Owner would consider some financing. Year around or
seasonal income. For more information, contact us today!
A real crafty business is the one located in Olympic Plaza. All stock and fixtures
are included in price. The sky's the limit when you become the owner of this
business!
A constant income producer could be the large warehouse on Railroad Avenue. Ap-
proximately an acre of building under roof. Divide and make several storage
rooms. Excellent income potential and price has been reduced!
Highway aoperty is just one way to describe the body-clean up shops and offices
on the Hazel Highway. Part of building now rented to help with expenses. Be your
own boss and operate your own business on this property!
Excellent investment buy is the large lot on 121 by-pass. Well established
businesses near by. Opportunities galore are just waiting the purchaser of this lot!
Hoyt Roberts- 753-3924
Ray Roberts - 753-5583
T. C. Collie - 753-5122
Edna Knight - 753-4910
Jean Bennett -753-2590
414 S. 12th
Lela Parker - 753-6086
Anna Requarth -753-247,
Mono 753-16.51
Wog Ut Cal 0. - •••••••4
• *Onfor 0.4C SrvIca• 4,23
49. Used Cars & Trucks
.ree5
"STAN( AWAY PROM THA'T CIA CROWDTOW, THE•figE uNcowsTrivnoNAL...
34. Houses For Rent•
VERY LARGE lake front
cottage. Air conditioned,
furnished on Ky. Lake.
Rent weekly. Call 753-
7573.
36. For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT - Private lot
on Roberts Estate. 100 x
200 ft. $30 per month.
Hook-up for trailer. Call
753-9143 after 2 p.m. or
753-4655.
37. livestock - Supplies
RABBIT CAGES, wire
hanging, commercial
type. Used but in good
condition. Proven










AKC registered. 6 weeks
old. Also stud service.
Call 901-648-5424, Gleason,
Tenn.
8 WEEK OLD Irish Setters.
AKC, $50 female, $65
male. Checked by vet and
wormed. Call 1-354-8768
Saturday, 554-1627 or 554-
5133 Monday and
Tuesday.
SELLING OUT. Due to my
working hours, I am
selling out my entire
Kennel of registered dogs.
I have the following to sell
real cheap. Pekingese,
Poodles, Cockers and
Spitz. Must sell soon. Call
weekends and after 7 p.m.
753-4469
39. Poultry - Supplies
CHICKENS, ducks, Golden
Pheasants, Bantams,






sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call




division. We have lots on
or near the water that will
fill your Lake Property
needs from $3,500 Buy
that lake lot now. Good
lake property increases in
value every year. Call
Guy Spann Realty, 753-
7724.
BOYD-MAJORS has just
listed this 3 bedroom, 2
bath b. v. on Parklane.
Central electric heat and
air, shag carpeting, many
built-ins in kitchen,
covered patio. $32,500.
Come by 105 N. 12th or
phone 753-8080. -
WILSON INSURANCE,
Real Estate, and Auction
at 202 South 4th Street,
invites you. to call 753-3263
or see Ron Talent, Loretta
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
real estate.
FOR SALE BY owner:
Lake property. Would
consider trade for farm
property. Call 753-5970
after 5 p. m.
11111E111111
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
phis twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
SPRING SPECIALS-





45 Farms For Sale
THREE ACRES land, six
room house, double
carport. Call 753-9378, 753-
7494, or 753-7263.
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER: Large house.
3360 Sq. ft. 4 bedrooms, 3
baths, complete kitchen
with micro wave oven and
compactor. Large den
with small kitchen facility
and walkout basement. 2-
car garage plus one out
building for storage on 1
acre of ground. 1"2 mile off
blacktop, 10 minutes from
Murray, $45,500. Call 753-
7625 after 5:30 or 753-5897
days.
By OWNER 2 bedroom
house in Baywood Vista.
Carpeted, lots of closets,
half-basement, sun deck




Approx. 3 years old.
Catalina Drive. Oc-
cupancy July 1. Can 753-
3976.
musT SELL extra nice
three-bedroom, two












Qualifies for full $2,000
tax credit. 753-9208.
BY OWNER, lakefront
home, phone 8 a.m. to 5




bedroom brick home. 11/2
baths. swimming pool.
Desirable location.
Convenient to schools and
shopping. Call 753-2977.





remodeled. Located at 317
Imam call 753-8175.
47. Motorcycles
1973 HONDA. $850. Call 435-
4447.
YAMAHA MINI trail bike
Good condition. price $50
Call 753-2858.
HONDA 70 mini trail bike,
blue, 1972 model. Low
mileage Good. Call 753-
9320
49 Used Cars it Ttucks




good tires and motor. Also
1962 Plymouth. Best offer
for one or both. Call 435-
4382.
1966 VW in good condition.
$395. Call days 753-0223 or
436-5474 evenings.
1972 CHEVY van, 350 4-
barrel. 35,000 actual
miles. Mag wheels,
$2,700.00. Call after 6 p.
m. 437-4331.
STEP VAN, 1966 Chevy,





Priced to sell $700. Call




1969 VW. Fine condition.




Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, mile east











Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.
51. Services Offered





TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 753-8343.
CONTACT SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-

















HAY BALING and bush
hogging. See Ralph
Harris or Phone 753-0248
or 753-2893.
KIRBY CARPET CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution. Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.





























storm windows and doors,




flowers and shrubs, drive
ways white rocked and
graded. Free estimates.




efficient service. No job





ditions, any type of hOme
improvements. Free
estimates. 436-5840.
WILL BUILD any kind of
camper for trucks. Call
782-3156. 4,.
WINDOWS WASHED. I




FREE FIVE month old
female puppy. Black
white and tan. Part
hound, part shepherd
Call 753-6392.




1. Your Public Schools ( Murray-
Calloway County) lost $54,270 in State
Funds because of the 97 children in the
University Laboratory School this past
school year.
2. If 50 additional children are recruited
frofn the county and city public schools
this Fall, it will increase the total lost to
over $80,000 in State Revenues.
3. If you are concerned please write:
Dr. Charles Howard ( Chm. Bd of





















































If it has an engine we






















































1753-5397 1I; ree Estimates
James Hamilton
Route 6, Box 7, Murray
fp,
102 S. 4th St.




Silver Fish SE Shrubs
Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control












If you do not receive
your paper please call
Hinman's
Rentals
We Tilers, hoes* shows ow
,..i & tee times. Wet a Dry rec
servo/Der s, Metier, SIVA t
alai. Fe, orassill nod asteH
fereihey defies, Ochs see 11.
sewer reek, etc
753-5703
802 N. 18th Street
Murray
753-1916 I
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Deaths and Funerals
John I. York Dies
At Hospital; Rites
Being Held Today
John I. York, insurance agent
for forty-three years, died
Friday at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. He was 72 years of
age and a resident of 220 Hale
Street, Mayfield.
The deceased had been, with
the same insurance company
for all of his career, except for
three years in Memphis, Tenn.,
until his retirement in 1972. He
was a former Mayfield City
Councilman, a member of the
Seventh and College Church of
Christ, Mayfield, and a member
of Mayfield Masonic Lodge No.
369.
Mr. York is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Tressie York; one
son. Louis Glen York. Overland
Park, Mo.; one daughter, Mrs.
Sam Boaz, Paducah; seven
grandchildren.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Roberts Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Bro.




Ruby T. Ivy, Bill Vincent, Gary
Myatt, and Sylvester Reeves.
Burial will be in the Maplewood
Cemetery, Mayfield, with
Masonic rites at the graveside.
Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Beach
Final rites for Mrs. Chesley
(Hattie) Beach of Kirksey
Route One were held Saturday
alone p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Rev. Johnson
Easley, Max Hurt, and Rev.
William Doan officiating, and
music by Alvin Usrey, soloist,
and Mrs. Carl Usrey, organist.
Active pallbearers were
Truman Edwards, John
Tucker, Gerald Stone, R. L.
Usrey, Jewel MeCallon, and
Steve Miller. Honorary
pallbearers were Eldon and
Virdon Tucker, Charles
Harrison, Princess Fulton,
James, Paul, Carnie, and Fred
Pierce, Ewin Miller, Butz,
Magness, 011is, and Hugh
Beach. Burial was in the Mt.
Cannel Cemetery.
Mrs. Beach, age 89, died
Wednesday at her home. She is
survived by her husband,
Chesley Beach, two daughters,
Mrs. Raymond Workman and
Mrs. Twyman Edwards, one
sister, Mrs. Helen Miller, four






sister of Mrs. Martha Jane Hurt
of Murray, died Saturday at
3:20 p.m. at the Massac
Memorial Hospital, Metropolis,
III. She was 88 years of age.
A former resident of Marshall
County and a member of the
Benton Church of Christ, she
was the wife of the late Luther
Anderson.
Survivors include two sons,
W. Claytus Anderson,
Metropolis, Ill., and Clayton
Anderson, Jacksonville, Fla.;
three sisters, Mrs. Martha Jane
Hurt of Murray, Mrs. Bethel
Lamb and Mrs. Hattie Ed-
wards, both of Benton; four
grandchildren; four great
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at one D.M. at the
chapel of the Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Bro. Kenneth Hoover of-
ficiating. Burial will be in the
Haynes Cemetery, Marshall
County.





Guy L. Gingles died early this
morning at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 92 years of age and a
resident of 223 Fourth Street,
Fulton.
The deceased was a retired
mail clerk with the Illinois
Central Railroad, and was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church, Fulton. Born
March 18, 1883, at Kirksey, he
was the son of the late Dr. John
Thomas Gingles and Martha
Watkins Gingles.
Mr. Gingles was preceded in
death by his wife, Mrs. Ela
Brooks Gingles, in December
1969. He is survived by one
brother, Hugh G. Gingles,
Murray, and several nieces and
nephews ineluding Mrs.
Georgia Adams and Rob
Gingles, both of Murray, and
Dr. Ray Starks of Memphis,
Term.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at 3:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the Hornbeak Funeral
Home, Fulton, with Rev.
William G. Adams officiating.
Burial will be in the Fairview
Cemetery, Fulton.
Friends may call at the
Hornbeak Funeral Home after
six p. m. today ( Monday ). The
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home,





Mrs. Connie Russell of 1203
Poplar Street, Murray, died
Saturday at 12:15 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 85 years of
age and the widow of 0. B.
Russe 11 .
The deceased was born in
Hopkins County on June 30,
1889, and was the daughter of
the late James Riley'Brown and
Lucinder Davis Clark Brown.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Bill (Jane)
Trzcinski of East Chicago, Ind.;
two sons, Johnny Russell of
Seattle, Wash., and Harry
Russell, 1408 Poplar Street,
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Grady
Workman, Charleston; four
grandchildren, Mrs. Patsy
Higgins, Miss Brenda Russell,
Michael Russell, and Ttu-easa
Trzcinski.
The funeral was held this
morning at ten o'clock at the
chapel af the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. John
Dale officiating.
Pallbearers were James
Thurmond, Gene Jones, Jerry
Bolls, Gene McDougal, Keith
Higgins, and Eddie Greenfield.
Interment was in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stock of local interest at noon,
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Tunes by First of Michigan. Corp of
Murray. are as follows
U S Homes  6 -la
Kaufman dr Broad
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly aark  
Union Carbide 
























Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished to the Ledger & Times by
M. Simon Co. are as follows
Airco 13% +%
Amer. Motors 5% imc
Ashland ou 23 +a
A T. &T. MI% one
Boise Cascade 22 wic
Ford 3714 +%
Can Motors 45% +%




Quaker Oats  +
Singer 1.5 unc
Tappan 7 +4.
Western Union 14 -44
Zenith X +
84111t NOTES
by William M. Boyd
There have been several dif-
ferent coins known as "shekels".
One was cast of bronze and
weighed a little more than our
five-cent piece. It had the value of
180 grains of barley and paid for
one day of labor.
Our checking accounts give you the convenience of paying by
check while eliminating the danger of carrying large amoun-
ts of cash.
U 
PIE0P44t .._ANK. . ___ lifiniliiireile.":
It UR RAT ICY.
County Producers Alerted To
Disaster Payments Eligibility
Producers in Calloway
County are being alerted to the
disaster payment provisions of





We want to do all we can to
explain how producers become
eligible for prevented planting
and low yield payments," David
E. Riley, Jr. said. Prevented
planting means that the farmer
is unable to plant because a
severe natural disaster, 'or
other disaster condition beyond
the farmer's control striking at
planting time, prevented him
from planting at anytime
during the planting period. Low
yield is when a disaster
seriously affects the potential
yield of a crop after planting,
In the case of wheat and feed
grains, if the producer is
prevented by a disaster from
planting an acreage of annual
nonconserving crop at least
equal to the sum of his wheat
and feed grain allotments, he
may qualify for a prevented
planting payment. Annual
nonconserving crops normally
planted in this county are corn,
wheat, grain sorghum, barley
and soybeans.
Low yield payments apply
only to program crops of wheat,
corn, grain sorghum, barley
and upland cotton that have
been planted, and when a
disaster totally destroys the
crop or reduces the potentia
yield substantially below
normal.
Riley emphasized that if a
disaster prevents a farmer
from planting his crop acreages
or severely damages a planted
program crop acreage after
planting, he should im-
mediately report it to the ASCS
Office. Participation in these
programs is open to all farmers
regardless of race, color, creed,
sex or national origin.
Hearing Set On Amendments To
Federal Milk Marketing Orders
ATLANTA, Ga. — The U. S.
Department of Agriculture
( USDA) will hold a public
hearing June 26 in Washington
D. C., to consider changing milk
classification and fluid milk
provisions in 37 federal milk
marketing orders, including 6 in
the Southeast. The hearing will
begin at 9:30 a. m. in the Jef-
ferson Auditorium, South
Building, U. S. Department of
Agriculture, 14th & In-
dependence Ave., S. W.
Paul W. Halnon, acting
director of the Dairy Division in
USDA's Agricultural Marketing
Service in Washington, said the
hearing was requested by the
National Milk Producers
Federation. .This is An
vasioalation of cooperatives
whose dairy fanner members
serve the various markets in-
volved.
The hearing was prompted by
a question raised with respect to
the appropriate classification of
a new product being marketed
as chocolate flavored beverage
with more than 20 per cent total
solids. Under the present
provisions this makes the
product eligible for Class II
classification while other
beverages are Class I.
Halnon said the proposals
would assure the higher-valued
fluid use ( Class I) classification
and price for skim milk and
butterfat in flavored milk and
flavored milk drinks having no
less than 6.5 per cent nonfat
milk solids by weight. This
would apply also to milkshake






prices to be paid to farmers
based on how the milk is used by
the handlers who buy and
distribute it in the federal milk
order areas. In general, Class I
applies to milk for fluid use and




make the language of the orders
more specific with respect to
the pricing of the products for
flavored milk drinks, which are
already included in the fluid-use
category, Halnon added.
Consideration also will be
given at the hearing as to
whether present marketing
conditions warrant ommission
of the usual recommended or
tentative decision and the
period of time for public
comments.
Copies of the hearing notice
are available from the market
administrators of the various
order,s or from the Dairy
Division, Agricultural
Marketing Service, U. S.
Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C. 20250.
USDA will evaluate the
hearing evidence and decide
whether the proposed changes
should be made.
The proposed amendments






Memphis, Tenn.; and Nash-
ville, Term.












City; Neosho Valley; Wichita,
Kansas; Eastern South Dakota;
North Central Iowa; Des
Moines, Iowa; New Orleans,
La.; Northern Louisiana; Ft.










LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
When severe weather or heavy
snow is likely, forecasters may
predict conditions to be worse
than they turn out, the mete-
rologist in charge of the Nation-
Tal Service's Louisville
forecast office says.
"If a forecaster is con-
servative by nature, he may
over-forecast at times," John
Lee said recently.
Lee said weather forecasters
feel a heavy responsibility
when particularly bad weather
is predicted. He said he feels
the responsibility most of all in
his position, which makes him
the chief weatherman for Ken-
tucky.
Lee says a completely new
system of atmospheric science
will be available in about five
years.
"But even then there will be
a certain amount of guesswork
involved because nature is so
unpredictable," he added.
Lee plans to retire in the
Louisville area in about five
years.
He joined the Weather Serv-
ice at Miami and has served in
locations ranging from the Ca-




The Murray State Amateur
Radio Club will meet on Wed-
nesday, June 25 at 7:30 p. m. at
the Ham Shack. This will be the
last meeting before Field Day
activities and the president, Bill
Call, urges all members to be
present.
Anyone interested in amateur
radio is invited to attend club
meetings.
Hubbard Bill Will Prohibit PSC
From Restricting Firearm Sales
WASHINGTON—U.S.
Congressman Carroll Hubbard
(D-Ky.) has introduced a bill to
prohibit the Consumer Product
Safety Commission from
restricting the sale or
manufacture of firearms or
ammunition.
The bill, H.R. 775, has been
referred to the Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Com-
merce.
It states in part that the safety
commission "...shall make no
ruling or order that restricts the
manufacture or sale of
firearms, firearm ammunition
or components of firearm
ammunition, including black
powder or gunpowder."
"I support the right of all
citizens to keep and bear arms
which is guaranteed in the
second Constitutional Amend-
ment," Hubbard said.
Hubbard, who is chairman of
the freshman Democratic class,
also is co-sponsoring legislation
which, if passed, would increase
the penalties permitted on the
federal level wherein firearms
are used in the commission of a
crime.
"Of course I support all
legislation which would help
deter crime in America but I
oppose additional federal gun
control measures because law
abiding citizens need to con-





BOULDER, Colo. (AP) — Ni-
trogen fertilizers may ultimate-
ly cause more damage than
aerosol sprays to the ozone lay-
er which protects the earth
from the sun's most intense ul-
traviolet rays, a Harvard scien-
tist says.
As the national debate in-
creases over the use of aerosol
sprays containing fluorocarbons
such as Freon, Michael
McElroy is focusing on the ;8-
billion nitrogen fertilizer in-
dustry.
Our abundance of food in
the United States depends in
Tax Probes May Reveal Illegal
Donations To Campaign Drives
WASHINGTON (AP) — Tax
agents are sifting through the
returns of hundreds of the na-
tion's top corporate officers to
see if they made illegal cam-
wpaign donations,
The special project has the
Internal Revenue Service com-
paring the returns of corporate
officers and their companies to
see if the officers' political do-
nations were reimbursed ille-
gally through phony expense
accounts, bonuses, travel vou-
chers or other corporate pay-
ments.
The study, called the Cam-
paign Contribution Compliance
Project, has recently been ex-
Six-Year Old Willing To Face
Operation To Help His Sister
HERNANDO, Miss. ( AP) —
Six-year-old Timmy Kelly has
watched leukemia steal the
strength of his sister Jan. Now,
he is willing to face an oper-
ation and a month in the hospi-
tal to give 21-year-old Jan her
only chance at recovery.
Remembering a blood test,
Timmy was a little worried at
first.
"I cried a little but I did all
right," he told his family.
"I'm going because I am the
only one that can make Jan
well again. I'm going because I
don't want her to die."
Jan Kelly, a former star of
Hernando's girls basketball
team, married Jack House, a
graduate of rival Horn Lake
High, Dec. 19, 1973.
a A few weeks later Jan be-
came ill and in February 1974,
her doctors diagnosed her dis-
ease as acute lymphocytic leu-
kemia.
Since that time, Jan has 6een
in and out of the hospital four
or five times, her grandmother,
Nora Kelly, said.
The doctors hope that a rela-
tively rare operation, a bone
marrow transplant, might
prove the answer. For the oper-
ation, Jan would have to be
flown to Washington's Adult
Leukemia Center in Seattle.
The operation requires a do-
nor, a sister or brother, whose
blood cells and tissue types
match those of the patient.
Jan's 17-year-old sister and
18-year-old brother were tested
but they didn't match.
But, Timmy's cells and tis-
sues "were the. closest match.
the doctors said they had ever
seen," Mrs. Kelly said.
"We read about a Nashville
girl in the Reader's Digest who
had it ( the operation). They
said she is doing fine now,"
Mrs. Kelly said.
The girl, Linda Honicker, re-
ceived bone marrow from her
brother at the same Seattle
hospital and apparently has re-
covered completely.
The operation would mean
Jan would be in the hospital six
months and Timmy to be there
one month. Blood and Marrow
are extracted from eight places
in the pelvic bone of the donor,
filtered and infused into one of
recipient's veins.
Medical bills already have
taxed the family's resources.
Jan's husband has deferred his
plans of college and veterinary
medicine.
ineWhave all tried to help,
but we just can't keep the bills
paid up. We couldn't have
made it this far" without help
from others, Mrs. Kelly said.
The Grays Creek Church has
established a Jan Kelly House
Fund at the Hernando Bank to
receive contributions to help
with the bills.
Mrs. Kelly said Tirruny is
go.
He'll on July 10. He's
recdHye,tu o 
be
so young, he is in a hurry. He
wants to go and help Jan and
get it over with."
panded to cover foreign bribes
and payoffs by U.S.-based com-
panies.
It is illegal for corporations
to claim tax deductions for un-
lawful campaign gifts or for
payments to foreign officials
that would have been illegal if
made in the United States, such
as bribes or kickbacks.
The Securities and Exchange
Commission recently began an
investigation of the 25 largest
defense contractors to deter-
mine whether those companies
have made bribes or other im-
proper payments to govern-
ment officials in the United
States or abroad.
A classified Pentagon report
made public over the weekend
said U.S. military equipment
manufacturers paid some $200
million to sales agents in for-
eign countries over the past 242
years.
As part of the IRS probe,
agents in field offices are being
supplemented by about 300





Singleton B. Wolfe said in an
interview that the compliance
project centers on an exam-
ination of the returns of the top
dozen or so officers of about 50
corporations, where some offi-
cials are known to have made
political donations.
So far only one tax fraud
case has stemmed from investi-
gations of political donations
Minnesota Mining and Manu-
facturing Co. and two former
Rising Beef Prices Again
Being Noticed By Consumers
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Rising beef prices are again
being noticed by consumers
across the nation, but as a re-
sult Kentucky's depressed beef.
cattle industry is getting a
boost for the first time in more
than a year.
The wholesale prices of
"choice" varieties of beef have
gone up more than 50 per cent
in the past two or three
months.
Record or near-record prices
at supermarket meat counters
reflect the price hike.
Meat counters are being
stocked with second lines 14
beef, the "baby" or "thrifty"
beef, which costs 20 to 30 cents
less per pound than top gredes,
to offer consumers a choice.
The lower-priced beef is the
grass-fed, "short-fed," or "un-
finished" beef from cattle
which are not fattened on corn.
The lower-priced beef, which
doesn't make the juiciest steaks
some say, is nevertheless be-
coming increasingly prominent
in the marketplace.
Beef prices sterted coming
down after the last big spurt of
1973 when they were as higher
than many shoppers were will-
ing to pay.
Animals were not put in the
western feedlots' in 1973 when
the feed grain prices were go-
ing up and Kentucky beef farm-
ers were caught in the squeeze.
After reaching a low poknt in
March, prices have risen rapid-
ly to more profitable leveLs for
Kentucky cattlemen.
Surne-spokesmerrin-the beef,
cattle industry now say high-
grade beef is currently over-
priced by 4 to 6 cents a pound.
With a large number of un-
marketed cattle currently, ex-
perts say it is difficult to pre-
dict how long the "finished"
beef prices will hold up.
While the market seems to be
moving in the right direction
for Kentucky farmers, no one is




The National Park Service,
responsible for preservation
and maintenance of many
historic sites, is using X-ray
machines to detect structural
evidence concealed within
-walls and also the extent of
decay in wooden structures.
The new method has meant
considerable saving on in-
spection and repair costs.
top officers pleaded innocent to
a federal charges that they con-
spired to commit fraud by de-
ducting $634,000 in political
funds.
One well-informed source
said another case involving a
major corporation is being
readied for presentation to a
federal grand jury.
Companies known to be under
IRS investigation include
United Brands Co., Gulf Oil
Corp., Northrop Corp., Ashland
Oil Inc. and Phillips Petroleum.
IRS Commissioner Donald Al-
exander, in a letter to Rep.
Charles A. Vanik, D-Ohio, said
Gulf and United Brands fall un-
der the campaign project. Van-
ik, head of a new subcommittee
investigating IRS policies, had
asked whether the IRS was
looking into admissions by Gulf
and United Brands that they




Federal State Market News Service June
22.1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act 1556 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts 25e to 75e higher Sows The $1.00
higher
US 1.2 200-230 lbs $557S-625
few 56 50
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. 455.50-5575
US 2-4 240-260 I bs   354.75-55.50
US 3-4 260-280 lbs 04.25-54.75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs  544.00-4450
US 1-3 300-450 lbs  $44 110-15 00
US 1-3 450-650 lbs. ........ 545 00-46 00
US 2-35)0-500 lbs 1.43 00-44 AO
Boars $35.00-34.00
large measure on our chemical
industry," he said in an inter-
view Sunday, noting that nitro-
gen fertilizers greatly increase
crop yield.
However, nitrogen fertilizers
trigger a series of chemical
changes which ultimately pro-
duce nitric oxide. That chem-
ical eventually finds its way
into the stratosphere containing
the protective ozone layer.
An excess of nitric oxide re-
duces the ozone, and McElroy
thinks it may do three times as
much damage as aerosol
sprays, based on present pro-
jections of production.
He is lecturing on the subject
this week at the National Cen-
ter for Atmospheric Research
in Boulder.
"Philosophically, we are try-
ing to feed too many people.
Nature could have the last
laugh, as we eat and die," he
said.
However, the Irish-born sci-
entist is quick to add that sim-
plistic statements of impending
doom have given the environ-
mental movement a bad name.
He is not predicting doom —
but urging research.
If production of man-made
nitric oxide continues to expand
at projected levels it will ex-
ceed nature's production, and
McElroy estimates it eventual-
ly could reduce the ozone layer
by 30 per cent, perhaps by the
year 2000.
This compares with other sci-
entists' predictions of a 10 per
cent reduction of ozone if the
1974 production level of aerosol
sprays using fluorocarbons is
stablized.
Scientists aren't sure what
the ozone reduction would
mean, but McElroy says it
could disrupt plant life within
the sea, food grains ashore and
increase skin cancer among hu-
mans.
Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray ledger &
Times by 5:30 p. m. are urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30
p. m. and 6 p. m. to insure
delivery of the newspaper.
Calls must be placed before 6
,m.
WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE`
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT
DAYTONA BEACH














$1 1 0front we
OM. foe 1
(110 of 305 units)
Enjoy your own private villa at the World's
Most Famous Beach. 70 minutes from
Disney World. We have bus tours. 3
famous resturants; The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House.
Each villa completely equipped for
\ housekeeping, air conditioned,
with spacious lawns, room
telephones. TV, shopping center
OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, recreation hall,
playground Golf. tennis privileges
An easy drove to all Florida attrac-
tions Pets welcome. Fishing, Jai-
Alai. Auto 'Dog Racing.
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